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The clergy in contemporary society are viewed as
spiritual healers and counselors in addition to their
traditional role as ministers. The clergy have varied
ministerial roles depending upon their particular
denomination. However, as society changes into a more
materialistic, self-centered culture, new sets of values,
attitudes and lifestyles are born. Contemporary clergy must
provide comprehensive services to congregations whose
demands and needs are constantly expanding. Black clergy
today are faced with so many sophisticated problems in
society (due to race, culture, economics, etc.) they must
not only have a balanced spiritual life but also an educated
and trained plan of action to combat these societal ills.
Many ministers are not able to successfully balance
personal, spiritual and societal expectations of them. Yet,
when some ministers feel spiritually and physically
exhausted they usually find little to no programmatic
relief. Black clergy represent more than a minister to
their congregations and communities. They are expected to
behave only in the most divine and above human way, which
needless to say, causes grave concern among clergy.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine
if Black clergy were experiencing stress in their
individual, ministerial and corporate church employee roles,
and secondly to determine if there was a need for clerical
counseling to mitigate the impact of stress on Black
ministers.
This descriptive study required each participant to
complete the "Stress Impact on Black Clergy Survey" (SIBCS)
developed by the researcher.
Results were reported using frequency analysis,
numbers and percents. The findings suggested a need for
clergy holistic support through professional counseling and
denominational programming.
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The clergy in contemporary society are viewed as
spiritual healers and counselors in addition to their
traditional role as ministers. They are known through
various denominations as priests, preachers, ministers,
parish pastors, evangelists and many other names which refer
to the profession of ecclesiastical officials collectively.
The clergy role includes performing and practicing religious
rites and doctrines set by God and by governing bodies of
the church. Different denominations of clergy have
different roles which, to a substantial degree, depend upon
the mindset and doctrine of their specific denomination.
An exact count of the American clergy is unknown.
The United States of America has 294,000 congregations in
which there are thousands of clergy. However, there is
inadequate data on the exact numbers. To date, studies have
shown 300,000 full-time protestant clergy, 53,000 priests
and many other part-time and non-denominational ministers.
As the numbers and influence of clergy increase,
societal changes in the last half century have also raised
expectations for the contemporary pastoral ministry.
Society has changed from the horse and buggy days to the
fast food, high tech, materialistic culture of today. These
new trends have brought a change in lifestyle with a change
in attitudes and values.
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For example, the contemporary minister must provide
comprehensive or milieu services to his congregation whose
demands and needs are always expanding. Consequently,
congregants are seeking clergy who are well qualified since
they want the most effective minister to serve their
spiritual needs. Today, clergy are forced to be well
prepared in many aspects of life to provide an "effective
ministry". This, however, is an ambiguous term since
ministerial studies have revealed no clear picture of the
exact nature of effective ministry.1
Further, even though many televangelism, and local
media ministers have continually shown greed and
antithetical behaviors to the Christian doctrine they preach
and represent, society continues to maintain a pedestal
position for its ministers. The clergy represents a symbol
of spiritual hope within a concept of wholeness.
The clergy have responsibilities to the spiritual
community unlike those of other professions in this society.
For centuries they have possessed the divine and secular
right to oversee societal order.
Evolution of the Problem
Clergy are the keepers of souls, as well as the
custodians of congregant as well as the secular lives.
xAllen Nauss, "Leadership Styles of Effective
Ministry," Journal of Psychology and Theology 17, no. 1
(1989): 59-67.
Their roles range in service from preaching and teaching the
word of God to community counseling, activism and providing
hope in dim or seemingly hopeless situations. One of their
major responsibilities is the exemplification of God's law
in their own lives and also "practicing what they preach"
while the world watches with scrutiny. Although there are
the sacred theological duties of clergy given by God and
denomination, the social definition of clerical roles change
according to cultural and community needs because various
churches with denominations have corporate structures which
require different services from their clergy. At a minimum,
these roles include ministerial leader and church employee.
Ministers have personal needs in addition to those of
their profession. Therefore, ministerial stress may occur
due to various clerical roles, tasks and responsibilities
which attempt to meet those needs. Hence, it can become
relatively easy for clergy to become stressed as they
perform active, yet reverent, roles in the life of self and
in their ministerial leadership.
Statement of the Problem
Due to the various stressful aspects of clerical
life, there is an interest and a need to determine how to
best meet the needs of the stressed clergy. For example,
how can religious institutions along with their corporate
structures sufficiently address ministerial needs created by
various stressors and provide appropriate counseling
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services pursuant to the onset of such stress? It is these
three roles (i.e., minister as person, a leader and as a
church employee) that formed the focus of this study.
of the Study
The primary purpose of this study is to determine if
African Methodist Episcopal Zion Black clergy are
experiencing stress in their individual, ministerial
leadership and corporate church employee roles. A secondary
purpose is to determine if there is a need for clerical
counseling to mitigate the impact of stress on African
Methodist Episcopal Zion Black ministers.
Significance of the Study
The information obtained from this study will be
beneficial not only to the research community, but to clergy
in general, African American clergy in particular and the
African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church in the following
ways:
1. It will provide a foundation for further
scholarly inquiry of African American clergy's counseling
needs.
2. It will provide a gauge for determining the
necessary counseling program for African American
(denominational) clergy.
3. It will indicate areas of corporate church
(denominational) weaknesses in working with and providing
for its clergy.
4. It will assist in the facilitation of a clergy
holistic health maintenance program.
Limitations of the Study
The following limitations of the study were:
1. There was no generalizability to the general
population of clergy in that only African American clergy
were surveyed.
2. There can be no generalizability of clergy
attitudes and feelings toward other corporate church
structures (denominations) in that participating clergy of
the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church gave their
feelings toward this denomination.
3. The clergy surveyed were only from the
southeastern region of the United States in the African
Methodist Episcopal Zion Church.
4. The majority of the survey participants were
male, thus portraying counseling needs which may be
considerably contrary to those of clergy women, particular
African American women.
Definition of Terms
Black/African American (used interchangeably): Any
individual of African ancestry.
Clergy; Ministers, priests, rabbis, etc.,
collectively.
Clerical: Of the clergy or one of its members.
Denomination: A particular religious body.
CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The Concept of Stress
Stress has been defined as any physiological reaction
to environmental stimuli.1 Any event that is appraised as
a threat to an individual's self-esteem or well-being is
called stress.2 The physiological reactions of stress may
be positive in instances of joy, fulfillment and
accomplishment. However, it is universally agreed that
stress is a universal phenomenon that results in intense and
distressing experience and has a tremendous influence on
human behavior.3
Stress is also one of the number one killers in
America. Depending on one's lifestyle, stress can be
inevitable. Stress is known to cause incapacitation in the
form of diseases, psychological trauma, mental breakdowns,
and spiritual dubiousness. Further, when stress is allowed
to continue without treatment the result is known as burn
out. It is for these reasons that stressors must be
monitored and balanced to prevent over-exhaustion (i.e.,
burn-out).
XH. Seyle, The Stress of Life, rev. ed. (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1976).
2C. Kyriacon and J. Sutcliffe, "A Model of Teacher
Stress," Educational Studies 4 (1978): 1-6.
3R. Lazarus, Psychological Stress and the Coping
Process (New York: McGraw Hill, 1966).
Burnout is the extreme form of stress which prohibits
or inhibits activity at any level, thus calling into
likelihood extreme forms of rehabilitative health services.
In order to be avoided, the incidence of stress must be
severely reduced or eliminated.
Burnout may result among the clergy if there is no
coordination, balance and priority of the minister's
personal and professional life.4 Since burnout can cause
system break-down, it can be fatal.
Stressful Conditions a™»"<j the Clercyy
Clergy stress is multiphasic because of its spiritual
nature. It is a concept understood to be the result of
environmental pressures such as task overload and role
conflict.5 It is manifested through all visible and non-
visible aspects of clergy life and in his/her role(s) as
person, ministerial leader and in the ministerial/corporate
church structural relationships.
The corporate church structure in many cases has been
found to cause physical and psychological stress,
particularly in the hierarchal church structures. Within
the hierarchal structures clergy must adhere to a chain of
4Neil C. Strait, "Burnout," The Clergy Journal 46, no.
5 (March 1990): 7.
SJ. R. French, R. D. Caplan, R. Van Harrison, and S. R.
Pinneau, Effects of Social Support on Occupational Stresses
and Strains (Washington, D.C.: ERIC Document Reproduction
Service, No. ED 138859, 1976).
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command. Those administratively in charge of local clergy
are the presiding elder and the Bishop. The Bishop makes
the clerical appointments according to clergy performance
and divine inspiration.
Even though the Bishop administrates, teaches,
preaches, and advises, he or she answers to the general
conference which is the supreme governing body of the
denomination. So the church as a corporate body possesses
the physical as well as psychological stressful tendencies
of any other corporation.
Role expectations among the general clergy have often
generated feelings of stress, entrapment, overwork and
frustration. Within this context of roles, they have
minimal to no time for themselves. The continuing shortage
of clergy casts a shadow on both present ministry and future
hopes for official directives who, in mandating ministerial
administrative roles, have focused on duties only the clergy
can perform. Because others are not considered to perform
certain administrative activities, this tends to increase
ministerial workload, make for less effective ministry6 and
create/maintain unhealthy levels of stress.
The Office of Pastoral Services of The Committee on
Priestly Life Ministry has researched church leadership
6Committee on Priestly Life & Ministry, "Reflections on
the Morale of Priests," Origins 18, no. 31 (1989): 497-505.
issues. It has identified some of the more typical reasons
for clergy stress. They are as follows:
1. The typical support process for clergy
and their families is fragmented and
inadequate.
2. Global issues are built into clergy lives
by media, mobility, and international
economic systems.
3. The constituency for clergy has altered
geometrically. Those who pronounce the
ministry today are more different and
less conservative in their behavior and
thinking as clergy in society than those
of earlier years.
4. Clergy have colluded in their own eroding
support process by insisting on
emphasizing their humanness. Their
desire to prove their weaknesses or
limitations as part of their humanness
has become a perceived problem in their
exemplifying that which is god-like.7
Many clergy are hampered by most of these concerns
with no helpful resources by which to assist them in their
daily activities. This may be why today clergy from all
denominations are either retiring early or finding
themselves seeking professional help. However, as clergy
possess these feelings of turmoil within, they become
dangerous to themselves as well as others.8 Their reasons
for harboring the feelings may be attributed to a personal
interpretation of theology or vocational calling.
'Strait, "Burnout," 13.
"Lloyd Rediger, "Intervention," The Clergy Journal 66,
no. 8 (July 1990): 30-34.
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It appears that stress is prevalent among the general
clergy population. For example, in 1989, the Southern
Baptist Convention paid 64 million dollars in medical
benefits for pastors. Ranking second to maternity claims
were claims for stress related illnesses. Figures from the
Washington, D.C.-based Alban Institute indicate that as many
as 20 percent of America's 300,000+ full-time clergy suffer
from long term stress.9
It is assumed that this information addresses white
ministers since there are no implications of Black
denominations or Black clergy in particular that are
addressed in these findings. Unfortunately, there is an
acute lack of parallel information found on the stress
impact on Black clergy or Black denominations.
Rayburn, Richmond, Rogers and Maloney investigated
stress in 596 religious leaders, priests, brothers, rabbis,
protestant clergy and seminarians to find whether there were
higher stress levels in clergy than in other professionals.
Study results showed higher interpersonal stress associated
with the clergy studied than in the general population.10
'Steve Rabey, "Where the Hurting Pastors Go,"
Christianity Today 36, no. 14 (23 November 1992): 12.
loNewton H. Maloney, "Men and Women in the Clergy:
Stresses, Strains, and Resources," Journal of Pastoral
Psychology 36, no. 3 (Spring 1988): 68-69.
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Additionally, a survey by Congo11 was conducted among
11,500 pastors from a major Protestant group. Seventy-five
percent of these ministers identified the stress they were
experiencing as severe enough to cause depression, anguish,
anger, fear, and alienation. However, none of these studies
provided sample characteristics.
A 1980 Christianity Today Gallup poll indicated that
one-third of the pastors surveyed had seriously considered
leaving the ministry due to job anxiety and stress of work
overload.12 However, no sample demography was provided.
According to a study by Bustanoby13 one in four men
leave the priesthood in the Roman Catholic church due to
stress. The average duration of pastoral leadership was
found to be less than two years. Again, no sample
characteristics were provided.
The outcome of Freudenberger's14 studies has
suggested that burnout in high achievers was exhibited
through signs of exhaustion, disillusionment, and in many
cases a failure to function. Ministers were used as one of
"David G. Congo, "The Role of Interpersonal
Relationship Style, Life Change, Events and Personal Data
Variables in Ministerial Burnout" (Ph.D. diss., Biola
University, La Mirada, California, 1983), 44.
"Daryl Nuss, "Helping Young Leaders Avoid Burnout,"
Christian Education Journal 11, no. 2 (1991): 63.
"Ibid., 9.
"Herbert Freudenberger, "The Staff Burnout Syndrome in
Alternative Institutions," Psychotherapy Theory. Research
and Practice 12 (Spring 1975): 73-78.
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the examples of the high achievers. Freudenberger did not,
however, examine the demography of study subjects.
Maslach published one of the first studies addressing
burnout in 1976. Maslach15 observed helping professionals
such as nurses, policemen, and teachers. She found that
burnout is a syndrome of emotional exhaustion,
depersonalization, and reduced personal accomplishment that
can generally occur among individuals who do "people work"
of some kind. She concluded that these workers often felt
drained and expended as a result of their activities.
Consequently, their emotional resources were often depleted,
and there was no source of replenishment. Yet, Maslach also
seemed to have ignored the issue of demographics across
these occupations since there was no mention of subject
profiles or any other demographic information.
Martin surveyed 491 workers from several para-church
groups and concluded that the symptoms of burnout or stress
had no direct connection to one's spiritual fitness.
Although no direct relationship between spirituality and
burnout was found, a relationship between burnout and a lack
of direction and feedback from these parachurch group
workers was noted. Martin16 concluded that parachurch
1SC. Maslach and S. E. Jackson, "The Measurement of
Experienced Burnout," Journal of Occupational Behavior 2
(1981): 99-113.
"Paul R. Martin, "Analytical Study of Burnout Syndrome
as It Occurs Among Parachurch Professionals" (Ph.D. diss.,
University of Pittsburgh, 1983), 187.
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groups with clearly defined leadership responsibilities had
less burnout than those with unclearly defined leadership
roles. He did not investigate characteristics of the sample
in his study.
Blackmon17 reported studies showing that 75% of
clergy experienced periods of major stress. Thirty-three
percent thought of leaving what they had conceived to be
their life work, and that among professionals, clergy rank
third in the number of divorces granted each year. It was
concluded that professional ministry is a position that is
seemingly hazardous to one's well being, and that clergy
appear to be peculiarly susceptible to stress to such a
degree that burnout among this population frequently occurs.
Like Blackmon, those studies cited above have given
no clear indication of sample demography. It is highly
probable that the research was performed on a white
population. Therefore, no acknowledgement of clergy from
other racial and ethnic groups and their clerical roles were
addressed regarding stress.
No scholarly research has been conducted in this area
of stress in ministerial leadership on Black clergy.
Minimal information is found on white clergy, none of which
give any implication of the stressful leadership role of the
Black clergy.
17R. A. Blackmon, "The Hazards of Ministry" (Ph.D.
diss., Graduate School of Psychology, Fuller Theological
Seminary, Pasadena, California, 1984).
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Crosscultural Stress
Both White and Black clergy experience stress in
their ministerial roles. The influence on attitude
formation and change in their communities along with the
anxiety of encouraging life changes in people create varying
degrees of stress.
Ministers are interested in the total life of their
communities. Their chief task is the care of souls, the
strengthening of faith, the purifying of love and the
bringing of the spirit into communion with Christ.18 All
of these tasks are usually part of a day's work as
ministerial leader.
The Black and White churches/communities have
considerably different needs and face vastly diverse issues
in their daily survival, spiritual life and communion with
God. The stress impact on clergy in the White church is
gradually being understood as a debilitating reality, but it
has not yet been clearly understood in the Black church/
community. Stress is not a new reality for Black clergy.
However, it is being recognized as a multi-faceted reality
in that it is caused by numerous variables.
Because the Black church is the nucleus of the Black
Community, for stress to go undefined and unnoticed among
Black clergy would lead to pervasive sickness in the Black
"Teresa D. Marcianno, Corporate Churchr Ministry, and
Ministerial Family: Embedded Employment and Measures of
Success (New York: Haworth Press, Inc., 1990), 68.
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church and its community. Information in this area of
stress impact is needed because it is understood that Black
clergy entertain a more stressful lifestyle than White
clergy. This may be attributed to being Black in an
oppressive, racist society and then being called as a
minister to love, teach, and work against the oppressor."
The white community has culturally different needs as
compared to the Black community. For example, when white
parishioners look at problems of stress due to unemployment
and racism, it is usually viewed as an individual problem.
Among their Black counterparts, it is compared to one which
is systemic, racist, and oppressive.
This can be attributed to some differences in the
perspectives of the oppressor as compared to the oppressed.
For centuries Black individuals in America were (and still
are) denied a political leadership. These Black Americans
before (and for some time) after Reconstruction had no
elected representation. Consequently, the Black minister
became the Black community's spokesperson on various issues
concerning their oppression. Comparatively, the white
community's minister had less of a responsibility because
elected officials were and had always been in place to
handle these concerns. Therefore, their minister's primary
job was to spread the gospel as (s)he understood it.
19Ruben L. Speaks, The Minister and His Task
(Charlotte, N.C.: African Methodist Episcopal Zion
Publishing House, 1970).
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Standing in juxtaposition to this is the Black minister who
is a wearer of many leadership-type hats.
Crosscultural Ministerial Leadership
The effectiveness of ministerial leadership focuses
fundamentally on the support systems available to clergy and
their families. These historically have been fragmented and
inadequate—causing program ineffectiveness and personal
stress among clergy. The degree to which the clergy is
effective is crucial to the health of the church.
Clergy with strong support systems based upon sound
theology, spiritual disciplines, management training,
insurance systems and outplacement services, have a better
chance of producing strong effective ministries, as compared
to unhealthy leaders producing unhealthy, ineffective
leadership.20 Not only can ineffective leadership due to
certain types of stress produce poor ministries, but it can
also produce unhealthy people living unhealthy doctrines
which do not work in their lives. This may lead to stress
and, ultimately, burnout.
There is probably no mission more important for the
parish pastor than the development of an effective ministry.
This includes a ministry with support systems that would
allow the minister to function and operate much more easily
20Bernard Richardson, "Attitudes of Black Clergy Toward
Mental Health Professionals: Implications for Pastoral
Care," The Journal of Pastoral Care 43, no. 1 (1989): 34.
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than handling the problems alone. Ministers themselves are
certainly concerned with the quality of their own service
and with making it as helpful and productive as possible.21
Clearly, the central figure in the Black church
was/is the Black preacher. (S)he has no exact counterpart
in the white church, and to attempt to see the white
minister or pastor from the same perspective is to risk
confusion: the Black preacher includes a dimension
remarkable to the Black experience.
This experience has been accompanied by stress since
the beginning of Black life in America. It is a difficult
dimension to define, but it is recognized, reported and
expected by practically all observers who have given careful
attention to Black and white pastors in their respective
roles as religious leaders. The nuances of difference are
quite pronounced. For example, Blacks become members of
white churches a common complaint centers around their
disappointment with the way the white pastor fails to
fulfill the role expectations of the Black parishioner.22
The Black minister is expected by the Black community
to provide leadership, energy, and wisdom in a struggle to
change the oppressive economic, social, and political
burdens of Black life in America. Black folk expect the
21Ruben Speaks, The Minister and His Task (Charlotte,
N.C.: A.M.E. Zion Publishing House, 1970), 14.
22C. E. Lincoln The Black Experience in Religion
(Garden City, NY: Anchor Press/Doubleday, 1974), 65.
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preacher to reassure them of God's power, not to question or
doubt it. They expect the pastor to help them cope with the
stress of joblessness, poverty, and discrimination by
transforming their despair into hope.
Black stress regarding his/her role as ministerial
leader is complex since Black clergy continuously address,
both academically and practically, the systemic poverty and
suffering that affect members of the Black community. Black
clergy must also teach ways to free Black people from
despair and powerlessness. Along with the daily life
struggles, Black clergy find themselves facing the issues of
racism, sexism, oppression, and genocide.
The paucity of research regarding Black clergy stress
in his/her role as ministerial leader as compared to their
white counterparts suggested the need for research in this
area.
Minister As A Person
Most individuals in society today experience stress.
Existence in today's society is accompanied with stressful
living from the polluted air (causing bodily stress) to the
extreme levels of noise in the inner cities (causing
physical and emotional stress). Stress affects individuals
differently.
Abraham Maslow was a humanistic theorist with a
profoundly religious background. He suggested that each
person has a powerful drive to realize his or her full
19
potential toward self-actualization (uninhibited fulfilled
potential). According to Maslow, each person has an inner
nature (being) and an innate motivation to express this
nature. In order to achieve this expression, the basic
survival needs must be met. Since much time and energy is
often spent trying to meet the needs of shelter and safety,
the normal drives for love, esteem, and fulfillment are
stunted.23
In today's society, much of a person's time is
centered around basic survival; food, water, shelter. Many
times other needs are not met—causing a vast emptiness of
the person. This continuous frustration can create stress
and burnout.
Fromm has discussed the plight of the individual in
detail. He suggested that man is a part of nature, subject
to its physical laws and unable to change them; yet he
transcends the rest of nature (lower beings). He is set
apart while being a part; he is homeless, yet chained to the
home he shares with all creatures.24
In current psychological thought, the self is viewed
as the ultimate value and self-esteem is viewed as
fundamentally an individualistic concept. Yet the minister,
"Kathleen Starsen Berger, The Developing Person
Through the Life Span (New York: Worth Publishers, Inc.,
1983), 42-43.
24E. Fromm, Man for Himself; An Inquiry into the
Psychology of Ethics (New York: Rinehart & Company, 1947)
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working from a source of Christianity, is expected to do the
converse (i.e. to lose the self daily inch by inch to
conform to the image of Christ and to be overtaken by the
presence and personhood of the Holy Spirit).
This can cause an immense conflict in the clergy
person who must also live in the secular world where (s)he
is barraged with messages to the contrary, i.e., the self is
at the center of human worship and the material world and is
the only reality. These messages often exclude God from
thought exaltation and worship.
In this struggle between the secular and spiritual
world and their opposing creeds, ministers must strive to
remain balanced. For example, if they choose to be unaware
of their own human limitations as a (wo)man, they will fail
to confront them. This may cause the conception, birth, and
growth of insecurities, self-doubt and self-delusion.
Further, these issues can limit the minister's
effectiveness as human beings in their life roles as
husband, lover, friend, parent, child, and others. Although
secular self-esteem theorists have recognized that one's
self-esteem develops in a social context, the basic teaching
reminds the clergy that there is no referent outside the
self. However, in the Christian scheme of things, self-
esteem is fundamentally bipolar. It is an interpersonal
feeling rooted in one's experiential knowledge of God and
His values and He (God) is the ultimate referent for man's
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self-esteem. The experience of self-esteem is man's
penultimate, consequent affective response to seeing self in
his light.25 It is this individual who finds conflict with
the larger social order. The clergy must lose the self in
acceptance of his/her religious teachings. This never
ending conflict creates and maintains a certain level of
stress among the clergy.
Gaddy has discussed a need to awaken in ministers an
awareness of their false self-perceptions and debilitating
expectations.26 He suggested that ministers realize and
face the fact of their humanity. This humanity provides
them with certain weaknesses. These weaknesses make
ministers susceptible to diseased lifestyles, and because of
these varied stressful internal and external life
experiences, they become sick.
There are certain standards created by society and
the church with which ministers contend that cause
anxieties. Ultimately, such stress impacts their
effectiveness and can eventually lead to their demise.
Consequently, the demise of clergy is occurring frequently
in this society.
There is a void in research on clergy individuals in
general and minority clergy in particular. The counseling
25Allen Nauss, "Problems in Measuring Ministerial
Effectiveness," Journal for Scientific Study of Religion 8,
no. 6 (1988): 141.
a6Speaks, The Minister and His Taskr 14.
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concerns of clergy are still very much an issue only for
discussion and apparently not yet scholarly research. This
holds true when Black clergy are considered as well.
Ministerial/Church Relationships
A pastor's job description includes working with the
congregation, preaching, teaching, assisting members with
various problems, and stimulating attendance at worship.
Maintaining adequate relationships with the congregation,
church council and members, and handling the membership
program are also part of the job. The fixed policies and
usages of the church are sometimes the administrative
calvary. Ministers are often engulfed in denominational
red-tape from the corporate church structure which many
times impedes church growth and decreases spiritual
effectiveness.
Employee anxiety may be present when the minister
handles administrative and legal concerns of the church.
There is usually someone to whom the minister must be
accountable. Anxiety occurs because ministers get progress
reports from their supervisors similar to other corporate
entities. Religious functions, official acts and prayers
are a part of their divine ministerial obligation.27
Performing their rites appropriately may also cause a form
of anxiety.
a7Nuss, "Helping Young Leaders Avoid Burnout," 67-68.
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The church as employer, in its corporate form of
organized religion, has a profound impact on ministerial
employees and their families. This impact is similar in
many ways to all corporate employment and may frequently
contribute to significant stress among its ministerial
employees.
In most executive careers, living one's work is
considered in many instances as workaholism, but in ministry
to live one's work is a sign of holiness and divine
calling.28 Yet the degree to which ministers want such
total identification of life and work is increasingly
problematic.29 It is problematic because it is extremely
easy to confuse one's representation of God with one's self
as God or the need to exhibit divine characteristics in
spite of one's humanness.
The corporate church must be convinced that clergy
face unique problems that will not improve without
significant structural and program changes. Additionally,
the church is the appropriate agency to intervene because
the church is the direct link to clergy activity.30
2"Marcianno, Corporate Churchr Ministry and Ministerial
Family; Embedded Employment and Measures of Success.
29M. Chaves, "Secularization and Religious Revival:
Evidence from U.S. Church Attendance Rates, 1972-1986,"
Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion 28, no. 4
(1989): 464-477.
30Lloyd Rediger, "Intervention," The Clergy Journal 66,
no. 8 (July, 1990): 30.
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Marcianno31 has discussed the very special problems
of those ministers who are employees of the corporate church
as compared to those ministers who are independent of a
denominational structure. These problems are (1) The
embeddedness of ministerial life in corporate church life,
and (2) tensions over measures of success and status
competition between the mythical/mystical dimensions of the
church, its transcendent goals, and its existence in a
secular world.
Therefore, the minister mirrors the work of the whole
corporate church. The cause of stress in the ministerial/
church relationship is due to primarily the unmet needs of
ministers by the denomination. Marcianno and Walsh have
provided the major initiations to what is known about the
minister as church employee and the potential this
relationship has to produce effective ministers.
Marcianno has examined the church as employer to
search for a correlation between churches and corporations
in their guest to meet employee needs. She found that the
impact of the corporate church on its ministers and their
families is analogous to a weaving of strands of perceptions
and values into a fabric that will only unravel if any part
is separated from another. Each corporate church office's
responsibilities are intricately connected. The breakdown
31Marcianno, Corporate Church, Ministry, and
Ministerial Family; Embedded Employment and Measures of
Success.
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of one office can cause system dysfunction. Thus, clergy
role dubiousness and stress. She concluded from her study
that, to reduce alienation, turnover and defection (stress
and burnout), the church should develop in-reach. In-reach
is the generic recommendation for the future, wherein the
singular benefits of religious beliefs and action are
offered as a renewal and support to those who daily offer
them to others.32
Walsh33 extensively researched feedback obstruction,
which occurs when individuals receive minimal feedback and
when attempts to obtain feedback are blocked. Results from
the research suggested that the obstruction of task feedback
and that of supervisor emerged as the employee's primary
link to the information environment. Employee productivity
is dependent on employer administrative clarity in goals,
purpose and objectives. Open communication and feedback
were found to be vital for positive mutual growth of the
employee and employer. The more clear employees are in
their job description and tasks, the better the performance.
The better the performance the more mutual pleasure is
received by both employee and employer. This can result in
reducing the amount of job stress and enhancing ministerial
effectiveness.
32Marcianno, Corporate Church, Ministry and Ministerial
Family; Embedded Employment and Measures of Success. 64.
33Nuss, "Helping Young Leaders Avoid Burnout," 67-68.
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The previously discussed examples of research are
limited in number and portray an emptiness in the literature
on the general clergy body and on Black clergy
participation. The corporate church models studied by
Marcianno have not provided discussion of Black
denominations and how they compare and/or differ. It
appears Black clergy and denominations of this society have
rarely been researched.
Need for the Study
A review of the related literature and research has
shown that Black clergy have been omitted from scholarly
inquiry regarding clergy roles. These roles are minister as
person, minister as leader and corporate church employee.
The lack of literature and research regarding Black
ministerial stress has also shown there is a profound need
for the study in this area. Therefore, a study is needed




Survey techniques were utilized to conduct a
descriptive study commencing and terminating May 10, 1993,
Methods for conducting this study are listed below.
The site for this study was Salisbury, North
Carolina. Salisbury is a small progressive college city
located inland in the southern part of the state. Salisbury
has a population of 33,000. Of these, 68% are Caucasian,
30% are African American, and 2% are other.
Salisbury is known for its textile industry as well
as having the highest proportionate number of millionaires
living within the city as compared to other cities in the
country. This site was chosen because of its accessibility
to the researcher.
Setting
The setting for this study was the Hood Theological
Seminary, located in the heart of Salisbury's Black
community. This seminary is a part of the historically
black college, Livingstone College and serves as its
theological graduate school. This setting was chosen
because of its physical space and geographical accessibility
to the clergy amiable to participating in this study.
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Team
The research team consisted of the principal
investigator and a trained staff of three African American
lay persons who were members of the African Methodist
Episcopal Zion Church. Duties and responsibilities are
detailed below.
Principal Investigator (PI)
The principal investigator was responsible for the
overall supervision, planning and implementation of the
research project. The principal investigator efficiently
trained the research team regarding survey distribution and
in the conduct of their portion of the research.
Research Assistants (RAs)
Trained research assistants consisted of two African
American women and one man lay person of the African
Methodist Episcopal Zion Church. These lay persons were
drawn from a universal pool of African Methodist Episcopal
Zion Church lay persons of the First Episcopal district, a
research project and an area division of the African
Methodist Episcopal Zion denomination. The Research
Assistants received three hours of training by the PI
regarding their responsibilities. These responsibilities
consisted of the following:
1. to assist the PI in distributing surveys to
study participants;
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2. to provide subjects with necessary tools to
complete surveys (i.e., pencils, and copies of
the study instrument) and
3. to collect completed surveys from study
participants and return them to the PI.
Pool
The subject pool consisted of the universe of Black
clergy in the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, in
the First Episcopal district, in Salisbury, North Carolina.
Sample
The sample consisted of all members of the subject
pool who are willing, available, and able to participate in
the study. Participation consisted of completing the survey
during the study period.
Instrumentation
The Stress Impact on Black Clergy Survey (SIBCS) was
created by the investigator for this study (see Appendix A).
This instrument, designed to be self-administered, was
developed by using several sources of information which
include literature and amended partial questions from the
Beck Inventory.1 This instrument was pilot tested on a
small sample of interdenominational ministers in the Atlanta
xAaron T. Beck and Robert A. Steer, Beck Depression
Inventory (revised edition) (The Psychological Corporation,
1961-1987).
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area, after which the necessary modifications were made.
However, the piloted subjects did not participate in the
study detailed here.
Description
The Stress Impact on Black Clergy Survey (SIBCS) is a
questionnaire with four sections and 96 items. Its sections
are: (a) Demographics, (b) Ministerial Effectiveness, (c)
Stress and Burn-Out, and (d) Role of the Church. These
sections are described below:
Section A: Demographics. This section contains 16
closed-ended questions designed to evoke basic demographic
information such as age, race, title, sex, educational
level, marital status, household size, residential region of
country, number of children and length of time on job.
Information was compiled to obtain a demographic profile of
the typical survey respondent.
Section B: Ministerial Effectiveness. This section
contains six close-ended questions which appear in checklist
form. The purpose of this section was to elicit information
regarding the minister's perceived effectiveness in the
areas of administration, leadership and formal and informal
relationships.
Section C: Stress and Burnout. This section
contains 60 questions appearing in checklist form to summons
a report on the various aspects of ministerial life which
cause stress and burnout. This section covers four areas:
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(1) Spiritual, (2) Minister as a Person, (3) Leadership
Activities, and (4) Burnout. Within these subsections the
questions have been designed to measure perceived levels of
stress.
For example, the Spiritual subsection records
perceived stress levels in theological interpretation, work
and understanding. The Minister as a Person subsection
records perceived stress levels in spousal/significant other
responsibility, intimacy, and role expectation. The
Leadership Activities subsection records perceived stress
levels regarding leadership roles, administrative duties,
pastoral responsibilities, personal feelings of fortitude
and self-needs. The Burnout subsection records data
regarding perceptions of varying stress levels in the areas
of ministerial self/professional attitude, self-esteem, and
personal behavior and needs.
Section D: Church/Ministerial Relationship. This
section contains 14 open-ended questions in checklist form.
The purpose of this section is to record ministers' feelings
regarding the (African Methodist Episcopal Zion)
denomination's role as it relates to clerical needs, the
addressing of ministerial health concerns, benefit plans,
the provision of referral services and its meeting clergy
concerns through its health department. This section's
questions also focus on the minister's individual behavior
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in seeking professional help and the most instrumental
resource in his/her life.
Procedures
There are three research periods. They are the pre-
research, research, and post research periods. Procedures




1. The principal investigator contacted the Bishop
of the First Episcopal District of the African Methodist
Episcopal Zion Church by telephone, to explain the study and
to gain permission to conduct the study there. Verbal
permission was sought by the principal investigator (PI)
regarding use of clergy from this episcopal area.
2. A follow-up letter by the PI was sent to the
Bishop of the First Episcopal District, African Methodist
Episcopal Zion Church, to confirm arrangements made by
telephone (see Appendix B).
Research Period
3. The investigator attended an agreed upon
scheduled meeting of the First Episcopal District, African
Methodist Episcopal Zion Church's clergy to explain the
study and answer any of the clergy's questions about the
survey.
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4. After all questions regarding the survey were
answered, the investigator and research assistants
distributed the survey to respondents. They then completed
the survey.
Post Research Period
5. All surveys were collected by the investigator.
After they were completed, survey respondents then exited
the area.
6. This study was terminated.
Data Collection
All data was collected by the researcher.
Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics was used to analyze the study
data. This included Frequency Analysis and other
appropriate statistics.
Human Services Contract
No human services contract was needed for this study
because direct services were not provided. Thus, there was
no possibility of psychological or physical harm to survey




The results of the study on the impact of stress on
Black clergy are reported in four sections detailed below.
For example, Section A contains results referring to
demographic data obtained from the survey respondents.
Section B consists of results regarding ministerial
effectiveness. Section C details results referring to
stress and burnout and Section D contains the results of
data relating to church/ministerial relationship.
Section A; Demographic Data
Demographic data included 16 variables. These are
age, sex, race, level of education, marital status, number
of children, household size, the type of community lived in,
length of time at residence, longest time at appointed
church, years of experience as a minister, length of time in
present ministerial position, present ministerial title, job
outside of ministry, number of years in present congregation
and region of country where presently living. Results are
detailed below.
Age
As shown in Table 1, of 200 survey respondents, none
(or 0%) reported being 18 and under; 18 (or 9%) 19-29 years
of age; 26 (or 13%) 30-39 years of age, 78 (or 39%) 40-49
years of age, 38 (or 19%) 50-59 years of age and 40 (or 20%)
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TABLE 1
SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS BY AGE, SEX, RACE, HIGHEST LEVEL OF
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60 and older. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
reported being 40-49 years of age.
Sex
As shown in Table 1, of 200 study respondents 162 (or
81%) reported being male and 38 (or 19%) as female.
Therefore, the typical study participant reported being
male.
Race
As shown in Table 1, of 200 study respondents 122 (or
61%) reported being African-American, none (or 0%)
Caucasian, 12 (or 6%) as Negro/Colored, four (or 2%) as
African, 62 (or 31%) as Black and none (or 0%) was *other'.
Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported him/her
race as Black.
Education
As shown in Table 1, of 200 study respondents 12 (or
6%) reported lst-8th grade as the highest level of education
achieved, 40 (or 20%) 9th-12th grade, 78 (or 39%) some
college, 34 (or 17%) 1-2 years of college, 24 (or 12%)
reported 3-4 years of college, 70 (or 35%) graduate
education, 46 (or 23%) Masters Degree and two (or 1%) Ph.D.
Therefore, the typical survey participant reported the




As shown in Table 1, of 200 survey respondents 12 (or
6%) reported being single/never married, 168 (or 84%)
married, two (or 1%) separated, 14 (or 7%) divorced and four
(or 2%) were widowed. Therefore, the typical survey
respondent reported being married.
Mnmtwr of Children
As shown in Table 2, of 200 survey respondents 40 (or
20%) reported having one child, 44 (or 22%) two children, 30
(or 15%) three children, 24 (or 12%) four children, and 20
(or 10%) five children. Meanwhile, 16 (or 8%) reported
having six or more children and 26 (or 13%) reported no
children. Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported
having one child.
nf Persons Living in Household
(Including Selfl
As shown in Table 2, of 200 survey respondents 30 (or
15%) reported the number of persons living in the household
size as one, 60 (or 30%) as two, 76 (or 38%) three, 44 (or
22%) reported four, four (or 2%) five, and six (or 3%) six
or more. Therefore, the typical study respondent reported
the number of persons being in the household (including
self) as three persons.
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TABLE 2
SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS BY NUMBER OF
CHILDREN, NUMBER OF PERSONS LIVING IN HOUSEHOLD
(INCLUDING SELF), TYPE OF COMMUNITY, AND LENGTH
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Type of Pranmunity in Which You Live
As shown in Table 2, of 200 survey respondents 74 (or
37%) reported the type of community in which they lived in
as an urban area, 58 (or 29%) a suburban area, 28 (or 14%) a
rural area, and 38 (or 19%) a small town. Therefore, the
typical survey respondent reported the type of community in
which s(he) lived as an urban area.
Length of Time at Present Residence
As shown in Table 2, of 200 survey respondents 20 (or
10%) reported the length of time at the present residence as
less than a year, 36 (or 18%) from 1-2 years, 34 (or 17%) as
3-4 years and 110 (or 55%) 5+ years at the present
residence. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
reported the length of time at the present residence as five
or more years.
The Longest Period of Time at
an Appointed Church
As shown in Table 3, of 200 survey respondents 14 (or
7%) reported less than one year as the longest period of
time at an appointed church, 20 (or 10%) one-two years, 48
(or 24%) three-four years, 40 (or 20%) five-seven years and
74 (or 37%) reported seven or more years. Therefore, the
typical survey respondent reported the longest period of
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Th«» Miimhgr of Years of Experience as a Minister
As shown in Table 3, of 200 survey respondents 12 (or
6%) reported the number of years of experience as a minister
as under one year, 26 (or 13%) one-four years, 48 (or 24%)
five-ten years, 52 (or 26%) 11-16 years and 60 (or 30%) 17+
years. Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported
the number of years of experience as a minister as 11-16
years.
wuwher of Years in Present Position
As shown in Table 3, of 200 survey respondents 52 (or
26%) reported the number of years in his/her present
position as under one year, 78 (or 39%) one-four years in
present position, 38 (or 19%) 5-10 years, eight (or 4%) 11-
16 years and 24 (or 12%) 17+ years. Therefore, the typical
survey respondent reported the number of years in his/her
present position as one-four years.
Present Ministerial Title
As shown in Table 4, of 200 survey respondents 150
(or 75%) reported their present ministerial title as
pastor, 12 (or 6%) assistant pastor, 16 (or 8%) associate
minister and 22 (or 11%) *other'. Therefore, the typical
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Do You Have Another Job Outside the
Ministry at the Present Time
As shown in Table 4, of 200 survey respondents 112
(56%) reported yes to having another job outside the
ministry at the present time and 88 (or 44%) reported no.
Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported having
another job outside the ministry at the present time.
ar of Years in Present Congregation
As shown in Table 4, of 200 survey respondents 42 (or
21%) reported the number of years in present congregation as
under one, 78 (or 39%) one-four years, 48 (or 24%) five-nine
years, six (or 3%) 10-14 years and 30 (or 15%) 15 or more
years. Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported
being in the present congregation one-four years.
Region of Country Where You Presently Reside
As shown in Table 4, of 200 survey respondents 14 (or
7%) reported the north as the region of the country where
they presently reside, 160 (or 80%) reported the south, 18
(or 9%) reported the east, eight (or 4%) the west, and none
(or 0%) reported the midwest. Therefore, the typical survey
respondent reported the south as the region of the country
where (s)he presently resides.
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SirnimaTy
As shown in Table 5 the demographic profile of the
typical survey respondent was as follows: African American
male pastor, 40-49 years of age, married, living in a
Southern urban community with two children, possessing an
undergraduate degree or some college and having 17+ years of
ministerial experience.
Section B; Effectiveness
In this section, survey respondents were asked to
rate their effectiveness using most effective, effective,
somewhat effective and ineffective in six areas: spiritual
leadership, church administration, community leadership,
relationship with spouse, relationship with children and
layman-pastor relationship. Results are detailed below.
Spiritual Leadership
As shown in Table 6, of 200 survey respondents 68 (or
34%) rated their spiritual leadership as most effective, 102
(or 51%) effective, 18 (or 9%) somewhat effective, 12 (or
6%) ineffective and none or (0%) reported not applicable.
Therefore, the typical survey respondent rated his/her
spiritual leadership as effective.
Church Administration
As shown in Table 6, of 200 survey respondents, 44
(or 22%) rated themselves most effective in church
administration, 110 (55%) effective, 24 (or 12%) somewhat
45
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4. Highest Level of Education Achieved
Some College/Undergraduate Degree 78
6. Number of Children
Two 44
8. Number of Years of Experience
as a Minister
17+ 60
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effective, 10 (or 5%) ineffective and 12 (or 6%) reported
not applicable. Therefore the typical survey respondent
rated him/herself as effective in church administration.
Lty Leadership
As shown in Table 6, of 200 survey respondents, 36
(or 18%) rated themselves most effective in community
leadership, 92 (or 46%) effective, 42 (or 21%) somewhat
effective, 12 (or 6%) reported their community leadership to
be ineffective and 18 (or 9%) checked not applicable.
Therefore the typical survey respondent rated him/herself as
being effective in community leadership.
Relationship With Spouse
As shown in Table 6, of 200 survey respondents 82 (or
41%) rated their relationship with their spouse as most
effective, 66 (or 33%) effective, 24 (or 12%) somewhat
effective, eight (4%) ineffective and 20 (or 10%) reported
not applicable. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
rated his/her spousal relationship as most effective.
Relationship With
As shown in Table 6, of 200 survey respondents 84 (or
42%) rated their relationship with their children as most
effective, 76 (or 38%) effective, 14 (or 7%) somewhat
effective, eight (4%) ineffective and 18 (or 9%) reported
not applicable. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
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rated the relationship with his/her children as most
effective.
Layman—Pastor Relationship
As shown in Table 6, of 200 survey respondents 72 (or
35%) rated their layman-pastor relationship as most
effective, 98 (or 49%) effective, 18 (or 9%) somewhat
effective, six (or 3%) ineffective and six (or 3%) reported
not applicable. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
rated his/her layman-pastor relationship as effective.
Summary
As shown in Table 7, the results of the Effectiveness
section using Likert type scale items showed survey
respondents rated themselves most effective in spiritual
leadership (52%), effective in community leadership (46%),
most effective in relationship with spouse (41%) and most
effective in relationship with children (42%).
Section C; Stress and Burnout
The sixty items in Section C covered stress and
burnout in the areas of minister as a person and ministerial
leadership using Likert type scale items "Always,"
"Frequently," "Sometimes," and "Never" and multiple response
questions. Results are detailed below.
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SDHHARY OF RESULTS OF EFFECTIVENESS SECTION LIKERT TYPE SCALE nEHS:
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As shown in Table 8, of 200 survey respondents eight
(or 4%) reported that experiencing theological confusion was
always stressful, 38 (or 19%) frequently stressful, 96 (or
48%) sometimes stressful and 58 (or 29%) never stressful.
Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported that their
experiencing theological confusion was sometimes stressful.
Work as God's Servant
As shown in Table 8, of 200 survey respondents 16 (or
8%) reported work as God's servant was always stressful, 20
(or 10%) frequently stressful, 112 (or 56%) sometimes
stressful and 52 (or 26%) never stressful. Therefore, the
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STRESS AND BURNOUT VARIANCES IN THEOLOGICAL CONFUSION, WORK AS GOD'S SERVANT, GOSPEL
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typical survey respondent reported work as God's servant was
sometimes stressful.
Gospel Interpretation
As shown in Table 8, of 200 survey respondents 12 (or
6%) reported gospel interpretation as always stressful, 14
(or 7%) frequently stressful, 102 (or 51%) sometimes
stressful and 72 (or 36%) never stressful. Therefore, the
typical survey respondent reported gospel interpretation was
sometimes stressful.
Spousal/Significant Other Responsibilities
As shown in Table 8, of 200 survey respondents eight
(or 4%) reported having spousal/significant other
responsibilities was always stressful, 18 (or 9%) frequently
stressful, 120 (or 60%) sometimes stressful and 54 (or 27%)
never stressful. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
reported having spousal/significant other responsibilities
was sometimes stressful.
Sexual Intimacy With Spouse/Significant Other
As shown in Table 8, of 200 survey respondents eight
(or 4%) reported sexual intimacy with spouse/significant
other was always stressful, 10 (or 5%) frequently stressful,
78 (or 39%) sometimes stressful and 104 (or 52%) never
stressful. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
reported sexual intimacy with a spouse/significant other was
never stressful.
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Role Expectations by Spouse/Significant Other
As shown in Table 8, of 200 survey respondents 14 (or
7%) reported the role expectations of spouse/significant
other as always stressful, 22 (or 11%) frequently stressful,
100 (or 50%) sometimes stressful and 44 (or 22%) never
stressful. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
reported the role expectations of spouse/significant other
was sometimes stressful.
My Perception of My Peers Expectation of Me
As shown in Table 9, of 200 survey respondents, two
(or 1%) reported their perception of their peers'
expectation of them was always stressful, 18 (or 9%)
frequently stressful, 124 (or 62%) sometimes stressful and
56 (or 28%) never stressful. Therefore, the typical survey
respondent reported the perception of peer expectations of
him/her was sometimes stressful.
My Inability to Appear Human Amfyq Church ers
As shown in Table 9, of 200 survey respondents four
(or 2%) reported their inability to appear human among
church members as always stressful, 14 (or 7%) frequently
stressful, 70 (or 35%) sometimes stressful, and 112 (or 56%)
never stressful. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
reported that his/her inability to appear human among church
members was never stressful.
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TABLE 9
STRESS AND BURNOUT IN MINISTERIAL LEADERSHIP ACTIVITIES
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Feelings of Being Under Constant
Scrutiny by Church
As shown in Table 9, of 200 survey respondents eight
(or 4%) reported feelings of being under constant scrutiny
by church members as always stressful, 24 (or 12%)
frequently stressful, 96 (or 48%) sometimes stressful and 72
(or 36%) never stressful. Therefore, the typical survey
respondent reported feelings of being under constant
scrutiny by church members was sometimes stressful.
Leadership Roles
As shown in Table 9, of 200 survey respondents eight
(or 4%) reported leadership roles as always stressful, 14
(or 7%) frequently stressful, 70 (or 35%) sometimes
stressful and 112 (or 56%) never stressful. Therefore, the
typical survey respondent reported leadership roles to be
sometimes stressful.
Administrative Duties
As shown in Table 9, of 200 survey respondents 10 (or
5%) reported administrative duties as always stressful, 18
(or 9%) frequently stressful, 112 (or 56%) sometimes
stressful and 60 (or 30%) never stressful. Therefore, the




As shown in Table 9, of 200 survey respondents 14 (or
7%) reported teaching church doctrine as always stressful,
16 (or 8%) frequently stressful, 76 (or 38%) sometimes
stressful and 94 (or 47%) never stressful. Therefore, the
typical survey respondent reported that teaching church
doctrine was never stressful.
Counseling Individuals About
Their Spiritual Growth
As shown in Table 9, of 200 survey respondents 16 (or
8%) reported counseling individuals about their spiritual
growth as always stressful, 10 (or 5%) frequently stressful,
104 (or 52%) sometimes stressful and 70 (or 35%) never
stressful. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
reported counseling individuals about their spiritual growth
to be sometimes stressful.
Counseling Individuals About Intimate Problems
As shown in Table 9, of 200 survey respondents four
(or 2%) reported counseling individuals about intimate
problems as always stressful, 26 (or 13%) frequently
stressful, 110 (or 55%) sometimes stressful and 60 (or 30%)
never stressful. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
reported counseling individuals about intimate problems to
be sometimes stressful.
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work Where the Most Stress Occurs
Survey respondents were instructed to place a check
by those items that best described the area of work where
the stress they experienced the most occurs. This allowed
for multiple responses. Results are detailed below in rank
order (see Table 10).
TABLE 10
MINISTERIAL WORK WHERE THE MOST STRESS OCCURS
AT WORK AND IN LIFE. MULTIPLE RESPONSES BY
SURVEY RESPONDENTS IN NUMBERS (#)
AND BY RANK ORDER (N = 200)
Number
(#)
Areas of Work Where Most Stress Occurs;
Ministry to the dying 72
Drug counseling 48
Ministry to the bereaved 40








Ministerial home visitation 18
Other 12







Of 200 survey respondents areas of work most
stressful in rank order were: (1) ministry to the dying
(72), (2) drug counseling (48), ministry to the bereaved
(40), marriage counseling (40), ministry to the sick (40)
personal enhancement (38), ministerial administrative (34),
family activities (32), outreach ministry (30), community
activities (26), ministerial home visitation (18), other
(12), pre-marital and counseling (8). Therefore, the
typical survey respondent reported the area of work where
the most stress occurs as ministry to the dying.
Area of Life Where the Most Stress Occurs
Survey respondents were instructed to place a check
by those items that best described the area of life where
the most stress occurs. This allowed for multiple
responses. Results are detailed in Table 10.
Of 200 survey respondents, 160 (or 80%) reported
marriage to be the area of life where the most stress
occurs, 18 (or 9%) reported personal life, 14 (or 7%)
reported spiritual life, 8 (or 4%) reported social life and
none (or 0%) reported ministerial activities. Therefore,
the typical survey respondent reported marriage to be the
area of life where the most stress occurs.
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Ministerial Functioning
Survey respondents were instructed to rate their
general levels of ministerial functioning in the last six
months. The Likert type scale items "Always," "Frequently,"
"Sometimes," and "Never" were used as well as questions
requiring multiple responses. Results are detailed below.
Overallr I Am Usually on the Defensive
Congregational
As shown in Table 11, of 200 survey respondents four
(or 2%) reported always being on the defensive with
congregational members, 14 (or 7%) frequently, 104 (or 52%)
sometimes and 78 (or 39%) never. Therefore, the typical
survey respondent reported that overall (s)he was on the
defensive with congregational members sometimes.
Overall,. I Generally Feel Too
Sick to Lead My Congregation
As shown in Table 11, of 200 survey respondents none
(or 0%) reported overall they generally always felt too sick
to lead their congregation, none (or 0%) frequently, 32 (or
15%) sometimes and 168 (or 84%) reported never. Therefore,
the typical survey respondent reported overall (s)he
generally never feels too sick to lead the congregation.
Overall), My Pastoral Responsibilities
Usually Cause Me Physiological Problems
As shown in Table 11, of 200 survey respondents none










Frequently Sometimes Never Total
Overall, I am on the defensive
with congregational members 4 2 14 7 104 52
Overall, I generally feel too sick
to lead my congregation 0 0 0 0 32 16
Overall, my pastoral responsibilities
cause me physiological problems 0 0 0 0 28 14
Overall, I fear appearing weak to
my church members 0 0 0 0 60 30
Overall, my feelings of physical Heakness
occur at the end of a full week's activities 0 0 14 7 94 47
78 39 200 100
168 84 200 100
172 86 200 100
138 69 200 100
92 46 200 100
them physiological problems, none (or 0%) frequently, 28 (or
14%) sometimes and 172 (or 86%) never. Therefore, the
typical survey respondent reported overall pastoral
responsibilities never caused him/her to have physiological
problems.
Overall. I Fear Appearing
Weak to My Church
As shown in Table 11, of 200 survey respondents none
(or 0%) reported that overall they always feared appearing
weak to church members, none (or 0%) frequently, 60 (or 30%)
sometimes and 138 (or 69%) never. Therefore, the typical
survey respondent reported (s)he never feared appearing weak
to church members.
Overall. My Feelings of Physical Weakness
Occur at the End of a Full Week's Activities
As shown in Table 11, of 200 survey respondents, none
(or 0%) reported feelings of physical weakness occurring at
the end of a full week's activities overall, 14 (or 7%)
frequently, 94 (or 47%) sometimes and 92 (or 46%) never
occurred. Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported
overall never having feelings of physical weakness occur at
the end of a full week's activities overall.
Overallf I Feel the Need to Say "No" to
Others When They Ask Me to Bear More
Responsibilities Than I Can Handle
As shown in Table 12, of 200 survey respondents four
(or 2%) reported overall they always felt the need to say
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TABLE 12
STRESS AND BURNOUT IN MINISTERIAL FUNCTIONING








Overall, I feel the need to say "no" to
others when they ask me to bear more
responsibilities than I can handle 4
Overall, I have too many demands placed
on me by my family than I can handle 14
Overall, I feel the need to spend more
time with my family 34
Overall, I feel the need of support
by a loved one for my personal development 48
17
24
18 9 112 56 66 33 200 100
20 10 68 34 98 49 200 100
52 26 90 45 28 14 200 100
46 23 78 39 28 14 200 100
"no" to others when asked to bear more responsibilities than
I can handle, 18 (or 9%) frequently, 112 (or 56%) sometimes
and 66 (or 33%) never. Therefore, the typical survey
respondent reported that overall (s)he sometimes felt the
need to say "no" to others when asked to bear more
responsibilities than (s)he could handle.
Overallf I Have Too Many Demands Placed
on Me by My Family Than I Can Handle
As shown in Table 12, of 200 survey respondents 14
(or 7%) reported overall they always had too many demands
placed on them by their family than they could handle, 20
(or 10%) frequently, 68 (or 34%) sometimes and 98 (or 49%)
never. Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported
(s)he never has too many demands placed on him/her by the
family than (s)he could handle overall.
Overallr I Feel the Need to Spend
More Time With My Family
As shown in Table 12, of 200 survey respondents, 34
(or 17%) reported always feeling the need to spend more time
with family, 52 (or 26%) frequently, 90 (or 45%) sometimes
and 28 (or 14%) never. Therefore, the typical survey
respondent reported (s)he sometimes felt the need to spend
more time with his/her family.
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Overall,. I Feel the Need of Support by
a Loved One for My Personal Development
As shown in Table 12, of 200 survey respondents 48
(or 24%) reported always feeling the need for support by a
loved one for personal development, 46 (or 23%) frequently,
78 (or 39%) sometimes and 28 (or 14%) never. Therefore, the
typical survey respondent reported (s)he sometimes felt the
need of support by a loved one for personal development.
The Ministry Leaves Me Feeling
Enthusiastic About Life
As shown in Table 13, of 200 survey respondents 116
(or 58%) reported the ministry always left them feeling
enthusiastic about life, 38 (or 19%) frequently, 26 (or 13%)
sometimes and 20 (or 10%) never. Therefore, the typical
survey respondent reported the ministry always left him/her
feeling enthusiastic about life.
Generally, I Feel Well Enough to
Perform Daily Activities
As shown in Table 13, of 200 survey respondents 134
(or 67%) reported they always generally feel well enough to
perform daily activities, 46 (or 23%) frequently, 14 (or 7%)
sometimes and 6 (or 3%) never. Therefore, the typical
survey respondent reported (s)he always generally feels well
enough to perform daily activities.
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TABLE 13
BURNOUT IN MINISTERIAL FUNCTIONING IN NUMBERS (I) AND PERCENTS (I) (N = 200)
always Frequently Sometimes Never Total
I * I * i % I * i *
The ministry leaves me feeling
enthusiastic about life 116 58 38 19 26 13 20 10 200 100
Generally, I feel well enough to perform
my daily activities 134 67 46 23 14 7 6 3 200 100
I feel I would like to retire at this
present time 32 16 14 7 28 14 126 63 200 100
I feel my spiritual needs are being met 108 54 42 21 32 16 18 9 200 100
At this present time, I feel I would
like to leave my job 18 9 8 4 72 36 102 51 200 100
I Feel I Would Like to Retire
at This Present Time
As shown in Table 13, of 200 survey respondents 32
(or 16%) reported always feeling they would presently like
to retire, 14 (or 7%) frequently, 28 (or 14%) sometimes and
126 (or 63%) never. Therefore, the typical survey
respondent reported (s)he never feels (s)he would presently
like to retire.
I Feel My Spiritual Needs Are Being Met
As shown in Table 13, of 200 survey respondents 108
(or 54%) reported their spiritual needs were always being
met, 42 (or 21%) frequently, 32 (or 16%) sometimes and 18
(or 9%) never. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
reported (s)he always feels his/her spiritual needs are
being met.
At This Present Time, I Feel
I Would Like To Leave My Job
As shown in Table 13, of 200 survey respondents 18
(or 9%) reported always feeling they would like to leave
their job at the present time, eight (or 4%) frequently, 72
(or 35%) sometimes and 102 (or 51%) never. Therefore, the
typical survey respondent reported at the present, (s)he
never feels (s)he would like to leave the job.
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At This Present Time, I Am Thinking
of Changing Careers
As shown in Table 14, of 200 survey respondents two
(or 1%) reported at the present time they always think of
changing careers, 20 (or 10%) frequently, 32 (or 16%)
sometimes and 146 (or 73%) never. Therefore, the typical
survey respondent reported at the present time (s)he never
thinks of changing careers.
I Have Sexual Feelings Involving
Certain Intimate Pastoral Situations
As shown in Table 14, of 200 survey respondents 8 (or
4%) reported always having sexual feelings involving certain
intimate pastoral situations, none (or 0%) frequently, 46
(or 23%) sometimes and 146 (or 73%) never. Therefore, the
typical survey respondent reported never having sexual
feelings involving certain intimate pastoral situations.
I Can Distinguish Between Intimate Sexual
Concerns and Intimate Pastoral Concerns
As shown in Table 14, of 200 survey respondents 126
(or 63%) reported they can always distinguish between
intimate sexual concerns and intimate pastoral concerns, 20
(or 10%) frequently, 30 (or 15%) sometimes and 24 (or 12%)
never. Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported
(s)he can always distinguish between intimate sexual
concerns and intimate pastoral concerns.
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At this present time, I am thinking of
changing careers
I have sexual feelings involving certain
intimate pastoral situations
I can distinguish betHeen intimate sexual
concerns and intimate pastoral concerns
I have feelings of vocational fulfillment
20 10 32 16 146 73 200 100





















I Have Feelings of Vocational Fulfillm^ni-
As shown in Table 14, of 200 survey respondents 80
(or 40%) reported always having feelings of vocational
fulfillment, 48 (or 24%) frequently, 50 (or 25%) sometimes
and 22 (or 11%) never. Therefore, the typical survey
respondent reported always having feelings of vocational
fulfillment.
I Have Feelings of Being Overworked
As shown in Table 15, of 200 survey respondents 22
(or 11%) reported always having feelings of being
overworked, 26 (or 13%) frequently, 100 (or 50%) sometimes
and 52 (or 26%) never. Therefore, the typical survey
respondent reported having feelings of being overworked
sometimes.
I Feel Appreciated By My Loved Ones
As shown in Table 15, of 200 survey respondents 90
(or 45%) reported always feeling appreciated by their loved
ones, 50 (or 25%) frequently, 40 (or 20%) sometimes and 18
(or 9%) never. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
reported always feeling appreciated by his/her loved ones.
I Feel Understood Bv Mv Church Members
As shown in Table 15, of 200 survey respondents 50
(or 25%) reported always feeling understood by their church
members, 62 (or 31%) frequently, 68 (or 34%) sometimes and
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IN NUMBERS (#) AND PERCENTS (*) (N = 200)
I have feelings of being overworked
I feel appreciated by my loved ones
I feel understood by my church members
I feel successful as a minister
I feel like a failure as a minister when
I can't solve a church member's problem











































































reported sometimes feeling understood by their church
members.
I Feel Successful. As A Mini«1-«»r-
As shown in Table 15, of 200 survey respondents 68
(or 34%) reported always feeling successful as a minister,
70 (or 35%) frequently, 44 (or 22%) sometimes and 18 (or 9%)
never. Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported
frequently feeling successful as a minister.
I Feel Like a Failure As a Minister
I Can't Solve a Church Member's
As shown in Table 15, of' 200 survey respondents 10
(or 5%) reported always feeling like a failure as a minister
when they can't solve a church member's problem, 10 (or 5%)
frequently, 100 (or 50%) sometimes and 80 (or 40%) never.
Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported (s)he
sometimes feels like a failure as a minister when (s)he
can't solve a church member's problem.
I Feel the Need for Professional Counseling
As shown in Table 15, of 200 survey respondents two
(or 1%) reported they felt the need for professional
counseling always, 10 (or 5%) frequently, 82 (or 41%)
sometimes and 108 (or 54%) never. Therefore, the typical
survey respondent reported (s)he never feels the need for
professional counseling.
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I Feel the Need to Talk to
Someone About My Feelings
As shown in Table 16, of 200 survey respondents none
(or 0%) reported they always felt the need to talk to
someone about their feelings, 28 (or 14%) frequently, 124
(or 62%) sometimes and 48 (or 24%) never. Therefore, the
typical survey respondent reported sometimes feeling the
need to talk to someone about his/her feelings.
I Feel Guilty About Being a Minister
Because I Don't Measure Up to This K
As shown in Table 16, of 200 survey respondents two
(or 1%) reported they always felt guilty about being a
minister because they don't measure up to this role, 4 (or
2%) frequently, 86 (or 43%) sometimes and 108 (or 54%)
never. Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported
(s)he never felt guilty about being a minister because (s)he
did not measure up to this role.
I Feel Anxious About Being a Successful Person
As shown in Table 16, of 200 survey respondents 44
(or 22%) reported always feeling anxious about being a
successful person, 38 (or 19%) frequently, 74 (or 37%)
sometimes and 44 (or 22%) never. Therefore, the typical
survey respondent reported sometimes feeling anxious about
being a successful person.
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TABLE 16
BURNOUT IN MINISTERIAL FUNCTIONING
IN NUMBERS (#) AND PERCENTS (*) (N = 200)
I feel the need to talk to someone about
my feelings
I feel guilty about being a minister because
I don't measure up to this role





























My ministry contributes to my overall
good health 66 33






48 24 200 100
108 54 200 100
44 22 200 100
12 200 100
100 50 200 100
My Ministry Contributes to
My Overall Good
As shown in Table 16, of 200 survey respondents 66
(or 33%) reported their ministry always contributes to their
overall good health, 64 (or 32%) frequently, 58 (or 29%)
sometimes and 12 (or 6%) never. Therefore, the typical
survey respondent reported that his/her ministry frequently
contributes to his/her overall good health.
I Feel Confused About My Understanding
of Personal Sucn«>Rff
As shown in Table 16, of 200 survey respondents 14
(or 7%) reported always feeling confused about their
understanding of personal success, 18 (or 9%) frequently, 68
(or 34%) sometimes and 100 (or 50%) never. Therefore, the
typical survey respondent reported (s)he never feels
confused about his/her understanding of personal success.
I Usually Question Mv Futur-e in the Min^i-r-y
As shown in Table 17, of 200 survey respondents 10
(or 5%) reported always questioning their future in the
ministry, 12 (or 6%) frequently, 106 (or 53%) sometimes and
72 (or 36%) never. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
reported sometimes questioning his/her future in the
ministry.
I Feel the Need For a T.ighi-er Work T.nari
As shown in Table 17, of 200 survey respondents eight
(or 4%) reported they always feel the need for a lighter
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I usually question my future in the ministry
I feel the need for a lighter work load
I cry more now than I used to
I feel I may be punished for my deficiencies
as a minister
Overall, I feel I am more personally
successful than the average person
I put off making decisions more now































74 37 114 57 200 100
26 13 40 20 92 46 44 22 200 100
20 10 102 51 78 39 200 100
work load, 14 (or 7%) frequently, 80 (or 40%) sometimes and
98 (or 49%) never. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
reported (s)he never felt the need for a lighter work load.
I Cry More Now Than I Used To
As shown in Table 17, of 200 survey respondents two
(or 1%) reported always crying more now than before, 24 (or
12%) frequently, 48 (or 29%) sometimes and 126 (or 63%)
never. Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported
(s)he never cries more now than (s)he used to.
I Feel I Mav Be Punished Pnr My
Deficiencies As A Minister
As shown in Table 17, of 200 survey respondents eight
(or 4%) reported always feeling they may be punished for
their deficiencies as a minister, 4 (or 2%) frequently, 74
(or 37%) sometimes and 114 (or 57%) never. Therefore, the
typical survey respondent reported (s)he never felt (s)he
may be punished for deficiencies as a minister.
Overall. I Fee] T Am More Personally
Successful Than the Average Person
As shown in Table 17, of 200 survey respondents 26
(or 13%) reported they always feel they are more personally
successful than the average person, 40 (or 20%) frequently,
92 (or 46%) sometimes and 44 (or 22%) never. Therefore, the
typical survey respondent reported (s)he sometimes felt
(s)he was more personally successful than the average
person.
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I Put Off Making Decisions More
Now Than I Used To
As shown in Table 17, of 200 survey respondents none
(or 0%) reported they always put off making decisions more
now than they used to, 20 (or 10%) frequently, 102 (or 51%)
sometimes and 78 (or 39%) never. Therefore, the typical
survey respondent reported sometimes putting off making
decisions more now than (s)he used to.
It Now Takes An Extra Effort to Get Started
at Doing Things I Previously Enjoyed Doing
As shown in Table 18, of 200 survey respondents 10
(or 5%) reported that it always takes an extra effort to get
started at doing things they previously enjoyed, 6 (or 3%)
frequently, 112 (or 56%) sometimes and 72 (or 36%) never.
Therefore the typical survey respondent reported that it
takes an extra effort to get started at doing things (s)he
previously enjoyed doing sometimes.
I Sleep Well at Night
As shown in Table 18, of 200 survey respondents 76
(or 38%) reported they always sleep well at night, 48 (or
24%) frequently, 68 (or 34%) sometimes and 8 (or 4%) never.
Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported (s)he
always sleeps well at night.
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It now takes an extra effort to get started
at doing things I previously enjoyed doing 10 5
I sleep well at night 76 38
I get physically tired much more easily
than I used to 12 6
I feel good about my physical health 78 39
I am less interested in having sex
than I used to be 14 7
6 3 112 56







72 36 200 100
8 4 200 100
34 17 200 100
14 7 200 100
98 49 200 100
I Get Physically Tired Much More
Easily Than I Used To
As shown in Table 18, of 200 survey respondents 12
(or 6%) reported always becoming physically tired much more
than they used to, 36 (or 18%) frequently, 118 (or 59%)
sometimes and 34 (or 17%) never. Therefore, the typical
survey respondent reported sometimes becoming physically
tired much more easily than (s)he used to.
I Feel Good About My Physical Health
As shown in Table 18, of 200 survey respondents 78
(or 39%) reported always feeling good about their physical
health, 62 (or 31%) frequently, 48 (or 24%) sometimes and 14
(or 7%) never. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
reported (s)he always feels good about his/her physical
health.
t Am Less Interested in Having
Sex Than I Used To Be
As shown in Table 18, of 200 survey respondents 14
(or 7%) reported always being less interested in sex than
they used to, 22 (or 11%) frequently, 66 (or 33%) sometimes
and 98 (or 49%) never. Therefore, the typical survey
respondent reported never being less interested in sex than
(s)he used to be.
t Am Pleased With Myself As a Person
As shown in Table 19, of 200 survey respondents 102
(or 51%) reported always being pleased with themselves as a
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I am pleased with myself as a person 102 51
I blame myself all the time for everything
bad that has happened to me in my life 14 7
Congregational members annoy me more now
than they used to 4 2
74 37 24 12 0 0 200 100
108 54 72 36 200 100
100 50 88 44 200 100
person, 74 (or 37%) frequently, 24 (or 12%) sometimes and
none (or 0%) never. Therefore, the typical survey
respondent reported always being pleased with him/herself as
a person.
I Blame Mvself All The Time For
Bd Tht H
E
ad at as Happened to Me in My
As shown in Table 19, of 200 survey respondents 14
(or 7%) reported always blaming themselves all the time for
everything bad that has happened to them in their life, 6
(or 3%) frequently, 108 (or 54%) sometimes and 72 (or 36%)
never. Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported
sometimes (s)he blames her/himself for everything bad that
has happened in her/his life.
Congregational Members Annoy m»
More Now Than They Used To
As shown in Table 19, of 200 survey respondents four
(or 2%) reported congregational members always annoy them
more now than they used to, eight (or 4%) frequently, 100
(or 50%) sometimes and 88 (or 44%) never. Therefore, the
typical survey respondent reported sometimes congregational
members annoy him/her more now than they used to.
Reasons for Remaining in Present
Ministerial Position
Survey respondents were instructed to place a check
in the six listed areas below that best described their
reasons for remaining in their present ministerial position
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thus allowing for multiple responses (see Table 20).
Responses were rank ordered. Results are detailed below by
rank order.
TABLE 20
REASONS FOR REMAINING IN PRESENT MINISTERIAL
POSITION. MULTIPLE RESPONSES GIVEN BY SURVEY





Would de-stabilize family 50
Still undecided 4
No strong job skills outside the ministry 2
Limited education 0
Too risky 0
As shown in Table 20, of 200 survey respondents,
reasons for remaining in their present ministerial position
in rank order were: fulfillment (100), religious
obligations (84), would de-stabilize family (50), still
undecided (4), no strong job skills outside the ministry
(2), limited education (0), and too risky (0). Therefore,
the typical survey respondents reported fulfillment as the
major reason for remaining in his/her present ministerial




As shown in Tables 21-25, the selected highlighted
survey respondents' results of the Stress and Burnout
section, Likert type scale items using "Always Stressful/1
"Frequently Stressful," "Sometimes Stressful," and "Never
Stressful" reported the following: (1) work as God's
servant as sometimes stressful (56%), (2) spousal/
significant other responsibilities as sometimes stressful
(60%), (3) my peers' expectation of me as sometimes
stressful (62%), (4) my inability to appear human among
church members as never stressful, leadership roles
sometimes stressful and counseling individuals about
intimate problems as sometimes stressful. The area of work
where the most stress occurred was (in rank order) ministry
to the dying (72), drug counseling (48) and ministry to the
bereaved (40). The areas of life where the most stress
occurred was marriage life (160), personal life (18) and
spiritual life (14).
Survey respondents reported being on the defensive
with congregational members sometimes (52%) and the ministry
always leaves them feeling enthusiastic about life (58%).
Survey respondents always felt their spiritual needs
were being met (54%), and they always have feelings of
vocational fulfillment.
Survey respondents reported feelings of always being
overworked (50%), frequently feeling successful as a
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TABLE 21
SUHHARY OF RESULTS OF STRESS AID BURNOUT SECTION, LKERT TYPE SCALE ITEHS:
ALWAYS STRESSFUL, FREQUENTLY STRESSFUL, SOMETIMES STRESSFUL,
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF STRESS AND BURNOUT SECTION.
RANK ORDERED ITEMS 15 AND 16 (N = 200)
Number
(I)
15* Areas of Work Where Most Stress Onniira;
Ministry to the dying 72
Drug counseling 48
Ministry to the bereaved 40








Ministerial home visitation 18
Other 12








SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF STRESS AND BURNOUT SECTION, LIKERT TYPE SCALB ITEMS:
ALWAYS, FREQUKHTLY, SOMETIMES, HEVER IH NUMBERS (I) AMD PERCENTS (*) (N = 200)
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SUHHARY OF RESULTS OF STRESS AND BURNOUT SECTIOH, LKERT TYPE SCALE ITEMS:
ALWAYS, FREQUENTLY, SOMETIMES, NEVER IN NUHBERS (!) AND PERCENTS (!) (N = 200)
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being overworked
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a minister
I feel like a failure as
as minister when I can't
solve a church member's
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I feel the need of
professional counseling
I usually question my
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SUMMARY OF STRESS AND BURNOUT SECTION.
RANK ORDERED ITEM #60
My Reasons for Remaining in This Number
Present Ministerial Position (#)
Fulfillment 100
Religious obligations 84
Would de-stabilize family 50
Still undecided 4
No strong job skills outside the ministry 2
Limited education 0
Too risky 0
minister (35%), sometimes feeling like a failure when not
able to solve a church member's problem (50%), never feeling
the need of professional counseling (54%), sometimes getting
physically tired much more easily now than before (59%), and
are pleased with themselves as persons (51%). Survey
respondents' reasons for remaining in their present
ministerial position were fulfillment (100), religious
obligations (84) and would de-stabilize family (50).
Section D; The Church/Ministerial Relationship
Survey respondents were instructed to place a check
in the space that best described their feelings about the
denomination's (A.M.E. Zion) role as employer.
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The A.M.E. Zion Church Meets
the Needs of Its Clergy
As shown in Table 26, of 200 survey respondents 12
(or 6%) reported they strongly agreed that the A.M.E. Zion
Church meets the needs of its clergy, 50 (or 25%) agreed, 88
(or 44%) disagreed and 50 (or 25%) strongly disagreed.
Therefore, the typical survey respondent disagreed that the
A.M.E. Zion Church met the needs of its clergy.
The Denomination Feels It Is Its
Role to Meet Ministerial Needs
As shown in Table 26, of 200 survey respondents 14
(or 7%) reported they strongly agreed that the denomination
feels it is its role to meet ministerial needs, 84 (or 42%)
agreed, 62 (or 31%) disagreed and 40 (or 20%) strongly
disagreed. Therefore, the typical survey respondent agreed
that the denomination feels it is its role to meet
ministerial needs.
The Denomination Addresses Ministerial
Needs Through Its Health Department
As shown in Table 26, of 200 survey respondents eight
(or 4%) strongly agreed that the denomination addresses
ministerial needs through its health department, 34 (or 17%)
agreed, 100 (or 50%) disagreed and 58 (or 29%) strongly
disagreed. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
disagreed that the denomination addresses ministerial needs
through its health department.
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TABLE 26
THE CHURCH/MINISTERIAL RELATIONSHIP: MINISTERIAL
FEELINGS ABOUT THE DENOMINATION'S (A.M.E. ZION) ROLE











The A.M.E. Zion Church meets the needs
of its clergy 12 6 50 25 88 44
The denomination feels it is its role to
meet ministerial needs 14 7 84 42 62 31
The denomination addresses ministerial
needs through its health department 8 4 34 17 100 50
I am satisfied with the changes the
A.M.E. Zion Church has made in its
ministerial benefits plan Hithin the
last year 44 22 114 57 24 12
50 25 200 100
40 20 200 100
58 29 200 100
18 200 100
I Am Satisfied With the Changes the A.M.E.
Zion Church Has Made In Its Ministerial
Benefits Plan Within the Last Year
As shown in Table 26, of 200 survey respondents 44
(or 22%) reported they strongly agreed they are satisfied
with the changes the A.M.E. Zion Church has made in its
ministerial benefits plan within the last year, 114 (or 57%)
agreed, 24 (or 12%) disagreed and 18 (or 9%) strongly
disagreed. Therefore, the typical survey respondent agreed
(s)he was satisfied with the changes the A.M.E. Zion Church
has made in its ministerial benefits plan within the last
year.
There Is An Ongoing Effort By the A.M.E.
Zion Church to Keep Its Ministers Well
informed Regarding Health Benefits
As shown in Table 27, of 200 survey respondents 30
(or 15%) strongly agreed there is an ongoing effort by the
A.M.E. Zion Church to keep its ministers well informed
regarding health benefits, 108 (or 54%) agreed, 42 (or 21%)
disagreed and 18 (or 9%) strongly disagreed. Therefore, the
typical survey respondent agreed that the A.M.E. Zion Church
is making an ongoing effort to keep its ministers well
informed regarding health benefits.
The Denomination Provides Appropriate
Referral Services for Spiritually
Exhausted Clergy
As shown in Table 27, of 200 survey respondents 16
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Zion Church to keep its ministers Hell
informed regarding health benefits 30 15 108 54 42 21 18
The denomination provides appropriate
referral services for spiritually
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The denomination should provide appropriate
referral services for impaired clergy 86 43 102 51 12 6 0
The denomination ignores the spiritual










provides appropriate referral services for spiritually
exhausted clergy, 38 (or 19%) agreed, 90 (or 45%) disagreed
and 56 (or 28%) strongly disagreed. Therefore, the typical
survey respondent reported (s)he disagreed the denomination
provides appropriate referral services for spiritually
exhausted clergy.
The Denomination Should Provide Appropriate
Referral Services for Impaired Clergy
As shown in Table 27, of 200 survey respondents 86
(or 43%) strongly agreed that the denomination should
provide appropriate referral services should be provided for
impaired clergy, 102 (or 51%) agreed, 12 (or 6%) disagreed
and none (or 0%) strongly disagreed. Therefore, the typical
survey respondent reported (s)he agreed the denomination
should provide appropriate referral services for impaired
clergy.
The Denomination Tgnores the Spiritual
Concerns of Clergy
As shown in Table 27, of 200 survey respondents 38
(or 19%) strongly agreed that the denomination ignores the
spiritual concerns of clergy, 84 (or 42%) agreed, 68 (or
34%) disagreed and 10 (or 5%) strongly disagreed.
Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported (s)he
agrees the denomination ignores the spiritual concerns of
clergy.
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Items Nine and Ten
Survey respondents were instructed to check the
appropriate items which best described them. In Items Nine
and Ten, multiple responses were recorded and rank ordered.
Results are detailed below.
The People Most Instrumental in Seeing
That My Personal Needs Are Met
Of 200 survey respondents the most instrumental
people selected in seeing that personal needs are met were
the family. The responses in rank order were: (1) family,
82; (2) ministers, 76; (3) spouse, 68; (4) friends, 62; (5)
physicians, 34; (6) other, 24; (7) professional agency
counselors, 12. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
reported the most instrumental people in seeing that his/her
personal needs were met was (in rank order): (1) the family,
(2) ministers and (3) spouse (see Table 28).
My Major Help Resource Comes From
Of 200 survey respondents the major help resource
selected was the family. The responses in rank order were:
family, 72; spouse, 62; colleagues, 46; professional
counseling agencies, 40; church officials, 34; and other
(God, prayer), 18. Therefore, the typical survey respondent
reported the major help resource comes from (in rank order):
(1) family, (2) spouse and (3) colleagues (see Table 28).
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TABLE 28
PEOPLE HOST INSTRUMENTAL IN MEETING CLERGY'S
PERSONAL NEEDS AND CLERGY MAJOR HELP RESOURCE.
(MULTIPLE RESPONSES GIVEN BY SURVEY RESPONDENTS.)
PRESENTED IN NUMBERS AND RANK ORDER (N = 200)
Number
(#)








Professional Agency Counselors 12




Professional Agency Counselors 40
Church Officials 34
Other 18
In Items 11-15 survey respondents were instructed to
respond with the frequency of need.
Spiritually Exhausted Clergy Should Receive
Confidential Professional Agency Counseling
or Private Professional Counseling
As shown in Table 29, of 200 survey respondents 90
(or 45%) reported that spiritually exhausted clergy should
always receive confidential professional agency counseling
or private professional counseling, 34 (or 17%) reported
frequently, 56 (or 28%) sometimes, 20 (or 10%) never.
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TABLE 29
MINISTERIAL ATTITUDES TOWARD CLERGY COUNSELING









Spiritually exhausted clergy should receive
confidential professional agency counseling
or private professional counseling 90 45 34 17 56 28
If spiritually exhausted, I would seek
professional help from a professional
agency or private professional counselor 46 23 34 17 74 37
Clergy have many spiritual concerns that
may cause them serious problems 24 12 52 26 104 52
Overall, clergy have spiritual concerns
that need to be addressed by the church 60 30 52 26 74 37
If I have spiritual problems I can handle
then myself 22 11 44 22 118 59
20 10 200 100
46 23 200 100
20 10 200 100
14 200 100
16 8 200 100
Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported that
spiritually exhausted clergy should always receive
confidential professional agency counseling or private
professional counseling.
If Spiritually Exhausted. t Would Saeir
Professional Help Prom a Professional
Agency or Private Professional
As shown in Table 29, of 200 survey respondents 46
(or 23%) reported they would always seek professional help
from a professional agency or private professional counselor
if spiritually exhausted, 34 (or 17%) frequently, 74 (or
37%) sometimes and 46 (or 23%) never. Therefore, the
typical survey respondent reported that if spiritually
exhausted, (s)he would sometimes seek professional help from
a professional agency or private professional counselor.
Clergy Have Many Spiritual
mt M Cat ay ause Them Serious Problems
As shown in Table 29, of 200 survey respondents 24
(or 12%) reported clergy always have many spiritual concerns
that need to be addressed by the church, 52 (or 26%)
frequently, 104 (or 52%) sometimes and 20 (or 10%) never.
Therefore, the typical survey respondent reported that
sometimes clergy have many spiritual concerns that may cause
them serious problems.
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HaveNeed to Be Addressed by tit*
As shown in Table 29, of 200 survey respondents 60
(or 30%) reported clergy always have spiritual concerns that
need to be addressed by the church, 52 (or 26%) frequently,
74 (or 37%) sometimes and 14 (or 7%) never. Therefore, the
typical survey respondent reported sometimes clergy have
spiritual concerns that need to be addressed by the church.
If I Have Spiritual Problems t ran
Handle Them Myself
As shown in Table 29, of 200 survey respondents, 22
(or 11%) reported always being able to handle their own
spiritual problems, 44 (or 22%) frequently, 118 (or 59%)
sometimes and 16 (or 8%) never. Therefore, the typical
survey respondent reported that if (s)he has spiritual
problems, (s)he can sometimes handle them him/herself.
Summary
As shown in Tables 30-32, the selected highlighted
results of the Church/Ministerial Relationship section,
Likert type scale items using "Strongly Agree," "Agree,"
"Disagree," "Strongly Disagree" are as follows.
Survey respondents disagreed that the A.M.E. Zion
Church meets the needs of its clergy (44%) and disagreed
that the denomination addresses ministerial needs through
its health department (50%). Respondents agreed that the
denomination should provide appropriate referral services
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for impaired clergy (51%) and agreed that the denomination
ignores the spiritual concerns of clergy (42%). Using the
Likert type scale items "Always," "Frequently," "Sometimes,
and "Never," survey respondents reported that spiritually
exhausted clergy should receive confidential professional
agency counseling or private counseling (45%) always and
overall, sometimes clergy have spiritual concerns that need
to be addressed by the church (59%). The people most
instrumental in meeting clergy's personal needs (in rank
order) were family (82), ministers (76) and spouse (68).
Clergy's major help resource was family (72), spouse (62)
and colleagues (46).
TABLE 30
SUMMARY OP CBDRCH/MINISTERIAL RELATIONSHIP SBCTIOH
LIKERT TIPE SCALE ITEMS: STRONGLY AGREE, AGREE, DISAGREE, STRONGLY DISAGREE
IN NUMBERS (/) AND PERCENTS (I) (N = 200)
1. The A.H.E. Zion Church meets the
needs of its clergy
2. The denomination addresses ministerial
needs through its health department
3. The denomination should provide
appropriate referral services for
impaired clergy
4. The denomination ignores the
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3. Overall, clergy have
spiritual concerns that
need to be addressed
by the church
4. If I have spiritual




















SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF CHURCH/MINISTERIAL RELATIONSHIP
SECTION RANK ORDERED ITEMS 9 AND 10 (N = 200)
Number
_____ (#)








Professional Agency Counselors 12











The study on the stress impact on Black clergy was to
find the areas of clergy life which needed professional
counseling attention. The three clergy dimensions studied
were minister as a person, community leader and corporate
employee. The results give information for varied aspects
of counseling services. The survey used in this study was
the "Stress Impact on Black Clergy Survey" (SIBCS) which was
divided into four different sections. Section A:
Demographic Information, Section B: Effectiveness, Section
C: Stress and Burnout, and Section D: The Church/Ministerial
Relationship. These sections will be discussed for not only
the purpose of the implementation of ministerial counseling
services but also for an initial foundation for research in
the area of Black ministerial counseling needs.
Much of the findings from this study are discussed in
the review of literature on ministerial stress, but there
are few to none comparative studies which give these type
findings of the African American clergy.
It was mentioned in Chapter One that clergy stress is
multiphasic because of its spiritual nature and is a concept
understood to be the result of environmental pressure such
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as task overload and role conflict.1 The results of the
study show different levels of stress within the varied
ministerial roles. However, not any of the literature
discusses specifically the particular areas of stress and
clergy feelings and especially not for the African American
minister. Therefore, there are no comparative studies or
literature made available to assist in the discussion of
these findings.
Section A; Demographic Data
The ministerial profile provided by the survey
indicated that the typical survey respondent was an African
American male pastor, 40-49 years of age, married, living in
a southern urban community with two children, possessing an
undergraduate degree or some college and having seventeen or
more years of ministerial experience.
It was indeed surprising to find the majority of
ministers having not completed a four year degree or
received graduate (including seminary) training. Items Al:
Age, A4: Highest level of education achieved, and A14: Do
you have another job outside the ministry at the present
time, appeared to be quite unusual in that the average age
was 40-49 which indicates that the survey respondents were
not of an era where education was difficult to attain. They
also were not generally victims of the plantation or an
French, Caplan, Harrison and Pinneau, Effects of
Social Support on Occupational Stresses and Strains.
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environment where colleges and universities were only in
certain regions of the country. Therefore, there is the
question of why these clergy have not completed their formal
training. Question A14 asks of a job outside of the
ministry and the answer was "yes" for many of the ministers.
Much of the work indicated was paraprofessional and minimum
wage labor. These three items help persons realize the
kinds of basic stresses of survival many clergy endure
today. Many would often believe that the older minister
sixty-five and above would have incomplete educational
credentials. However, this study has found that the Black
minister in the twentieth century still falls short
educationally which surely lends to his/her personal stress,
especially when faced with parishioners who possess advanced
degrees.
In summary these three demographic items provide a
window for peering into the life of African American clergy
today and one of the possible roots for much of their stress
. . . educational and (therefore possibly) social
prematurity.
Section B; Effectiveness
This section rated ministerial effectiveness in
various roles. The roles of greatest effectiveness were in
relationships with children, spouse, and laymen. These
three categories of people show not only an effective
relationship but an attempt to maintain healthy
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relationships with those who are closest to them and who
make up their support system. This idea may be purported
because in Section C the role expectations and relationships
with spouses and significant others frequently caused some
stress. This stress found in these significant other
relationships may very well be pleasant and productive, but
because of the importance of the support system,
particularly in ministry, there is high anxiety in wanting
to keep these persons around and in their corner. Much of
this stress may come from relationship maintenance for
longevity. It should also be noted that the minister's
relationship with children was rated most effective in
number, then spouse and lastly laymen. This is understood
as feelings of greater security with those who are less
threatening.
In summary clergy may have effective relationships
with their spouses, children and laymen but, according to
the other survey sections, the more personally significant
the relationship the greater the stress.
Section C: Stress and Burnout
This section reported the ministers' feelings of
stress as a person and a leader.
The items discussed are C2: Work as God's servant,
C3: Gospel interpretation, C4: Spousal/significant other
responsibilities, C7: My perception of my peers expectation
of me, C9: Feelings of being under constant scrutiny by
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church members, C10: Leadership roles, and C16: Area of life
where the most stress occurs.
A majority of the clergy indicated that work as God's
servant was sometimes stressful but so was gospel
interpretation. This may very well indicate that it may be
difficult to interpret the gospel therefore making it
difficult to discern the work as God's servant. Role
expectations of significant others and fulfilling leadership
roles were very stressful for these clergy. Many of these
stressors can be referred to the fundamental element
discussed in the demography, prematurity. Many times one's
limitations become profound determinants of one's behavior.
In question C7 "My peers' expectations of me," once again
declared the stressful relationship in how they (the
ministers) were viewed. Usually accomplished persons would
show less of an insecurity pattern than these. The
ministers also disclosed that their personal and marriage
life and ministerial activities were the areas of most
stress. There is seemingly a constant of "anxiety in making
the mark," being all that is expected of them. The
literature suggests that often clergy feel the "fishbowl"
effect in life. Even the smallest mistake is noticed and
many times magnified.2
^ediger, "Intervention," The Clergy Journal 66, no. 8
(July 1990): 30.
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Other reasons for the heightened anxiety in these
areas may also be due to these individuals actually being
their support group or "life-line". For the life-line to
become disenchanted would and could mean psychological and
emotional death.
Question C9 dealt with the ministers feelings of
being under constant scrutiny by church members. These
feelings are often discussed in literature written by clergy
discussing their plight with the challenge of their "fight
with the flesh" but also their struggle to know and
understand their humanness. In their quest to be "God-like"
many times clergy are fearful of being too human.
Therefore, they may become more sensitive, defensive or even
paranoid about their behavior. Once again the "fishbowl
effect."3
In summary these particular items appear to show the
sensitivities of the clergy who responded. These clergy are
sensitive to and have need for intimate support and a "God
like" demeanor which appear to cause more stress than other
concerns in their lives. These individuals apparently serve




Section D: The Church/Minisi
This section had clergy to describe their feelings
about the denomination's (A.M.E. Zion) role as employer.
Four very crucial concerns were seen through the responses
given to questions Dl: The A.M.E. Zion church meets the
needs of its clergy, D3: The denomination addresses
ministerial needs through its health department, D6: The
denomination provides referral services for spiritually
exhausted clergy, and D12: If spiritually exhausted, I would
seek professional help from a professional agency or private
professional counselor. The responses to these questions
should pave the way for a new view of the denomination's
role in providing for their clergy.
A majority of the clergy feel that the church does
not meet their physical, psychological or emotional health
needs and believe that it should. Many of the clergy stated
that they would seek professional counseling if spiritually
exhausted and the church should appropriately refer impaired
clergy.
The literature discusses that clergy today are
desperately trying to find solace in more healthy places.
They have found that things and the supernatural facade did
not work for them nor others.4 So not only does the
literature show but these clergy responses show that it is
4Strait, "Burnout,11 The Clergy Journal 46, no. 5 (March
1990): 7.
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probably time for clergy to receive professional attention
as other "helpers" in society receive when impaired and
disabled.
For clergy to state their desire for services when
impaired is a milestone. It was almost a sin in the
clerical community to think of seeking professional help for
any type of problem. Especially within the Black community.
This behavior is still very much prevalent among clergy and
the Black community but is slowly changing. These responses
portray the beginning of an era in the Black church,
particularly the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church
that desires to embrace new objectives for living. Not that
they are throwing off the old, but that they are
incorporating the new and the healthy.
Many of the clergy mentioned that they would receive
professional help if impaired. The question raised at this
point is whether or not the clergy know they are impaired.
Many clergy feel encumbered and confused. Others may not
recognize the signs. Even though it is good that clergy
will seek help when sick, some may not have symptoms and
need to go for a general maintenance check-up.
Nonetheless, these items provide the church with the
ammunition to become more clergy "health" centered. Clergy
now know the fight to stay balanced with the different
variables attacking their daily lives. It is a new society
(21st century) and the denomination is being asked, in so
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many words, to assist its clergy in making some 21st century
adjustments.
The church must be convinced that clergy present
serious problems that will not improve without significant
structural and program changes.5 Marcianno explains that
the minister mirrors the work of the whole corporate church.
The cause of stress in the ministerial/church relationship
is due to primarily the unmet needs of ministers by the
denomination.6
In summary this section portrayed clergy cooperation
in some type of denominational counseling or support
services for ministers. It also showed the ministerial
displeasure with the African Methodist Episcopal Zion
Church's response to the holistic health needs of clergy.
Limitations and Re<^"»"i»**ndations
There are limitations of this study which should be
considered when interpreting and analyzing its results. The
decision to use Black African Methodist Episcopal Zion
clergy from the southeastern United States limits the
generalizability of the results for the larger population of
Black clergy in other geographical regions of the country.
Because the majority of clergy study participants had
sRediger, "Intervention," The Clergy Journal 66, no. 8
(July 1988): 31.
6Marcianno, Corporate Church. Ministry and Ministerial
Family: Embedded Employment and Measures of Success. 64.
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received only some college, distinctions of clergy needs
could have been enhanced if these determinants were made
according to educational level and training. There may very
well be significant differences in clergy perceptions and
needs of those who have completed higher level degrees or
seminary training.
This study could have focused on Black women in
ministry. Their ministerial issues are significantly
different and though they are a part of this study their
concerns are not distinguishable in this study.
Implications for the African Methodist
Episcopal Zion Church
Society is ever changing and the ministerial role is
still the same; to assist and convict persons to overcome,
save their lives as well as their souls. However, the
strategies and tools used by clergy today are basically the
same as they were decades ago causing distress for many
clergy in the church and in the community. The African
Methodist Episcopal zion church should see a human need if
nothing else to provide their clergy with the proper
strategies or options in tackling evil in this society. For
those clergy who have not completed higher level training in
ministry (which includes most A.M.E. zion clergy) required
courses, workshops and seminars should be taken to assist
ministers in seeing their ministerial challenge objectively.
These training sessions or classes may either be provided by
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the denomination or information given concerning where to
find these services. The denomination (as a corporate
structure/employer) should provide their clergy (employees)
with training in the different types of ministries as well
as stress relief strategies for these ministers.
Marcianno concluded, from her study on clergy and the
corporate church, that to reduce alienation, turnover and
dejection (stress and burnout), the church should develop
in-reach, wherein the singular benefits of religious beliefs
and action are offered as a renewal and support to those who
daily offer them to others.7
Implications for Counseling
This study has revealed much about the varied
responsibilities clergy must face as well as the varied
stresses in their lives. The survey responses of the
ministers admit to the need for some type of counseling
services for purposes of better health and emotional,
spiritual and psychological balance.
The sections of the survey reveal certain areas of
greatest need. These areas are those of intimate
relationships with spouse, children, significant other,
concept of appearance to colleagues and others and
understanding better the many different areas of ministry
today and how to best work in them.
'Ibid.
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How to combat some of these concerns is actually the
counseling strategy necessary. The denominational church
should implement group and individual counseling services
quarterly to assist clergy in becoming more healthy
individuals. Counseling programs in behavior modification
and values workshops should be established. Upon the
transfer of each minister to a new congregation the clergy
as well as the family should be counseled to facilitate in
their making a much more comfortable transition. Regional
counseling centers should be established for ministerial
retreats. Allowing clergy to stay within their geographical
area for help (i.e., northeast, southeast, northwest or
southwest).
There is an abundance of literature today which
discusses de-stressing techniques for better living.
Newsletters, brochures and healthful paraphernalia may be
used to constantly bombard the clergy's conscience with
health and healing information as reinforcers. Not only
should clergy receive these types of assistance but their
primary support system, spouse, children, significant others
should also. The same types of services offered to
"helpers" in society should be theologically tailored
(depending on the minister's religious persuasion) to meet
the needs of clergy. They are people too. An eclectic
approach is probably necessary in working with Black clergy
because of their varied concerns as well as differing
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theological base. Counseling is about human growth and
development which is synonymous with the clerical mission
and purpose so therefore should be readily accepted.
Directions for Future Research
Future research should consider female clergy, their
needs and strategies, single male and female clergy, their
needs and perspectives and married clergy. Because of the
paucity of literature on Black clergy these studies of
future research should involve Black clergy that they may
first be better understood and secondly seen as a
significant part of the clerical community as well as
society. Issues involving Black clergy stress, Black
theology, and/or the Black religious experience are well
underrepresented in scholarly research. Studies in the
future should focus on the significance of stress management
among Black clergy, and the Black church as a tool for
stress management not just for Black clergy but the Black
community as a whole. Studies should show the health
differences of those in the church and those who are not.
This would give insight as to whether or not the Black
church was indeed making a positive/healthy impact in the
lives of its people.
Future research in these areas will bring to the
surface issues that will provide the healing of stress in
the Black community and healing of social insignificance in





STRESS IMPACT ON BLACK CLERGY SURVEY
(SIBCS)
' JhepurP°seJ °fthis study is to determine whether African Methodist Episcopal Zion
Z^zlTchtrcT'"!developrttal r*that should *• -*— * * #£* *£*Sgp Zion Church. There are four sections in this survey. They are: (A) Demographics (E)
Effectiveness, (C) Stress and Burn-Out, and (D) The Church/Ministerial Relationship. ""*"''*"• W
Allquestions require a check by the answeryoufeel is most appropriate. This survey takes about seventeen
minutes to complete. All answers will be held in complete confidence. seventeen
SECTION A: DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Al.
A2. Sex
(a) 18 and under
(b) 19 - 29
(c) 30 - 39
(d) 40 - 49
(e) 50 - 59












A4. Highest level of education achieved
(a) 1st-8th grade
(b) 9th - 12th grade
(c) some college
1 - 2 years


























































Length of time at present residence




The longest period of time at an
appointed church
(a) less than 1 year
(b) 1-2 years
A14. Do you have another job outside the













All. Number of years of experience
minister
(a) under 1 year
(b) 1-4 years
(c) 5-10 years
(d) 11 - 16 years
(e) 17+ years
A12. Number of years in present position
as a A16.









10 - 14 years
15+ years



























Rate the overall quality ofyour effectiveness in the roles listed below:
Most Somewhat




B4. Relationship with spouse
BS. Relationship with children
B6. Layman-Pastor relationship
SECTION C: STRESS AND BURNOUT






















Sexual Intimacy with Spouse/
Significant other












C7. My perception of my peers
expectation of me
C8. My inability to appear human
among church members
C9. Feelings of being under constant
scrutiny by church members
C10. Leadership roles
Cll. Administrative duties
C12. Teaching church doctrine
C13. Counseling individuals about their
spiritual growth
Leadership Activities (continued)


















C15. Check areas of work where the most stress occurs:
(a) ministerial administrative




(f) ministry to the sick






(g) ministry to the dying







Rate general levels ofministerialfunctioning in the last six months.
Always Frequently




C18. Overall, I generally feel too sick
to lead my congregation
C19. Overall, my pastoral responsibilities
usually cause me physiological problems
C20. Overall, I fear appearing weak to
my church members
C21. Overall, my feelings of physical
weakness occur at the end of a
full week's activities
C22. Overall, I feel the need to say "no"
to others when they ask me to bear
more responsibilities man I can handle
C23. Overall, I have too many demands
placed on me by my family than I
can handle
C24. Overall, I feel the need to spend
more time with my family
C25. Overall, I feel the need of support
by a loved one for my personal
development
Always Frequently Sometimes Never
Burn-Out
Check the space that best describes you.
C26. The ministry leaves me feeling
enthusiastic about life
C27. Generally, I feel well enough to
perform my daily activities
Always Frequently Sometimes Never
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Always Frequently Sometimes Never
C28. I feel I would like to retire at
this present time
C29. I feel my spiritual needs are
being met
C30. At this present time, I feel I
would like to leave my job
C31. At this present time, I am
thinking about changing careers
C32. I have sexual feelings involving
certain intimate pastoral situations
C33. I can distinguish between intimate
sexual concerns and intimate
pastoral concerns
C34. I have feelings of vocational
fulfillment
C35. I have feelings of being overworked
C36. I feel appreciated by my loved ones
C37. I feel understood by my church members
C38. I feel successful as a minister
C39. I feel like a failure as a minister
when I can't solve a church
member's problem
C40. I feel the need for professional
counseling
C41. I feel the need to talk to someone
about my feelings
C42. I feel guilty about being a minister
because I don't measure up to this role
C43. I feel anxious about being a
successful person
C44. My ministry contributes to my
overall good health
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Always Frequently Sometimes Never
C45. I feel confused about my understanding
of persona] success
C46. I usually question my future
in the ministry
C47. I feel the need for a lighter work load
C48. I cry more now than I used to
C49. I feel I may be punished for my
deficiencies as a minister
C50. Overall, I feel I am more personally
successful than the average person
C51. I put off making decisions more now
than I used to
C52. It now takes an extra effort to get
started at doing things I previously
enjoyed doing
C53. I sleep well at night
C54. I get physically tired much more
easily than I used to
C55. I feel good about my physical health
C56. I am less interested in having
sex than I used to be
C57. I am pleased with myself as a person
C58. I blame myself all the time for
everything bad that has happened
to me in my life
C59. Congregational members annoy me more
now than they used to
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C60. My reasons for remaining in this present ministerial position are: (Check all that apply)
(a) religious obligations




(f) would de-stabilize family
(g) still undecided
SECTION D: THE CHURCH/MINISTERIAL RELATIONSHIP
Place a check in the space that best describes your feelings about the denomination's (African Methodist
Episcopal Zion) role as employer.
Strongly Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
Dl. The African Methodist Episcopal
Zion Church meets the needs
of its clergy
D2. The denomination feels it is its
role to meet ministerial needs
D3. The denomination addresses ministerial
needs through its health department
D4. I am satisfied with the changes the
African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church
has made in its ministerial benefits
plan within the last year
D5. There is an ongoing effort by the
African Methodist Episcopal Zion
Church to keep its ministers well
informed regarding health benefits
D6. The denomination provides appropriate
referral services for spiritually
exhausted clergy
D7. The denomination should provide
appropriate referral services for
impaired clergy
D8. The denomination ignores the
spiritual concerns of clergy
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Check the appropriate item which best describes you.
D9. People most instrumental in seeing my personal needs are met are: (Check all that apply)






(g) other (specify) ^^^
D10. My major help resource comes from
(a) church officials





Dl 1. Spiritually exhausted clergy should
receive confidential professional
agency counseling or private
professional counseling
D12. If spiritually exhausted, I would
seek professional help from a
professional agency or private
professional counselor
D13. Clergy have many spiritual concerns
that may cause them serious problems
D14. Overall, clergy have spiritual concerns
that need to be addressed by the church
D15. If I have spiritual problems I can
handle them myself






I am currently conducting research for a doctoral
dissertation in the Counseling and Human Growth and
Development Department at Clark Atlanta University. Mv
research project is designed to examine the holistic
S^hoH}=2V?edS °? African American clergy in the African
Methodist Episcopal Zion Church. I have enclosed a copy of
thisSsubject WU1 bS US6d tO collect data Pertaining to
The information from the ministers and results of the
!^.m-y bV!Pt tO them upon requ®st. I will be pleased
to explain and discuss survey results with all those
interested, as well as yourself and your office.
*h~ <- Than^vou verY much for vour permission to conduct
the study with the First District's clergy, and your support
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